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O. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to construct and identify certain characteris-
tic classes naturally associated with an acyclic chain complex of holomorphic 
Hermitian vector bundles 

(0.1 ) 

on a complex manifold B. 
More precisely, let gM be a Hermitian metric on M, and let gL and gN 

be the Hermitian metrics induced by gM on Land N. For u > 0, we 
consider the family of operators 8 + Fuij(y) acting on smooth sections of 
A(M*)®A(N*) along fibers of M R , naturally associated with the fiberwise res-
olution of the sheaf i*&L by the Koszul complex of the normal bundle N. We 
then construct the corresponding Hodge theory along the fibers of MR , and 
we obtain a family of elliptic operators ~ = 8 + Fuij(y) + 8* - Fui;(y) 

along the fibers of MR' We calculate the Levi-Civita superconnection ~u of 
the family in the sense of Bismut [Bl, §3]. In fact, in [Bl], the Levi-Civita 
superconnection of a fibration with compact fibers was essential in proving the 
local version of the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem for families. 

The curvature ~u2 of ~u in the sense of Quillen [Q I] is essentially a non-
trivial coupling of a harmonic oscillator on N R to the Laplacian on L R' Let 
px,u(y, Y') be the heat kernel associated with exp(-~;). The operator 
exp( _~u2) is not fiberwise trace-class. However, we prove in Theorems 4.1 
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and 4.2 that the supertrace Trs[Px,U(y, Y)] is fiberwise invariant by transla-
tions by elements of LR and decays quickly as Y E NR tends to infinity. It is 
then natural to form a generalized supertrace 

2 1 x,u dvN(Y) (0.2) Trs[exp( -~u )] = Trs[P (Y, Y)] d" N' 
NR (2n) 1m 

Trs[exp( -~:)] is a smooth form on B. It is a sort of generalized Chern 
character for the family of operators ~. 

Let Td(gL) , Td(gM) , and Td(gN) be the Chern-Weil representatives of 
the Todd class of L, M, and N naturally associated with the holomorphic 
Hermitian connections on L," M, and N. Let ct> denote the scaling map 
a E Aeven(T;B) -+ (2ni)-(dega)/2a E Aeven(T;B). We then prove in Theorems 
4.6, 4.8, and 7.7 that the forms ct>Trs[exp( -~:)] are sums of forms of type 
(p, p) and closed, that their cohomology class does not depend on u > 0, and 
that moreover 

(0.3) 

M 
lim ct>Trs[exp( _~2)] = Td(g) , 
u-+O u Td(g) 

lim ct>Trs[exp(-~:)] = Td(gL). u-+oo 

The family of forms Cl>Trs[exp( -~:)] interpolates between the form 
Td(gM)/Td(gN) and Td(gL), and is obtained by a construction in infinite 
dimensions. Quite remarkably, we prove double transgression formulas for 
generalized supertraces which are formally identical to similar formulas proved 
in Bismut-Gillet-Soule [BGSl, Theorem 1.15; BGS2, Theorem 2.9] for finite-
or infinite-dimensional ordinary supertraces. Namely, we prove in Theorem 4.6 
that if NH is the number operator of the complex A(N*), then we have the 
identity of smooth forms on B 

(0.4) 
a 2 {fa a [ 2 ] 

-;:l Trs[exp( -~u)] = - !:lb Trs[exp( -~u + bNH )] 
uU U u b=O 

{fa 2 
= -Trs[NHexp(-~u)]' 

U 

It is then possible to integrate equation (0.4) by a zeta function technique 
inspired from Ray-Singer [RS] and very similar to [BGSl, Definition 1.16 and 
BGS2, Definition 2.19]. We thus obtain in §8 generalized analytic torsion forms 
B(L, M, gM) on B which, by Theorem 8.3, verify the equation 

- M 
(0.5) a~ B(L M M) = Td( L) _ Td(g ). 

2m ' , g g Td(gN) 

The main purpose of this paper is to calculate the form B(L, M, gM) mod-
ulo a and {f coboundaries. In fact by a construction of Bott-Chern [BoC], 
Donaldson [D], and Bismut-Gillet-Soule [BGSl, §If)], we know how to solve in 
a natural way the equation 

(0.6) {fa - M M L N -2' Td(L, M, g ) = Td(g ) - Td(g ) Td(g ) m 
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so that if the complex (0.1) splits, Td(L, M, gM) = O. The construction of 
Td(L, M, gM) is essentially finite dimensional_ In view of (0.5) and (0.6), the 
question arises to calculate B(L, M, gM) + Td- I (gN )"Td(L, M, gM) . 

We owe a word of explanation to the reader to describe the fundamental 
importance of this calculation in our strategy to understand the behavior of 
the Quillen metrics on the determinant of the cohomology of a complex vector 
bundle by an immersion of complex manifolds. In fact if i: Y -+ X is an 
immersion of compact complex manifolds, and if C; -+ i.11 -+ 0 is a resolution 
of the sheaf of sections of a holomorphic vector bundle 11 on Y by a complex of 
holomorphic vector bundles C; on X , then the determinants of the cohomology 
A( C;) and A( 11) are canonically isomorphic. 

If metrics are introduced on X, Y , C; , and 11, then A( C;) and A( 11) carry 
natural metrics called Quillen metrics [Q2, BGS3]. It is then natural to compare 
these metrics. In our sketched proof of the comparison formula, the form 
B(TY, TXjy , gTX1y ) (where gTX is the metric on TX) appears naturally. 
This is why its explicit calculation (modulo irrelevant a and 7f coboundaries) 
is so important. The general program of describing the behavior of Quillen 
metrics by immersions has recently come to a successful conclusion in a joint 
work by Lebeau and ourselves [BLl, BL2]. The results contained in the present 
paper play an important role in establishing the final formula of [BLl, BL2]. 

We now briefly explain the main results contained in this paper. We introduce 
the function of u ~ 0 and x E C : 

(0.7) () 4. h(x+Jx2+4U) ·nh(-X+Jx2+4U) rp u, x = u sm 4 SI 4 . 

The function rp(u, x) has two fundamental properties. A first property is that 

(0 ) = sinh(xj2) 
rp , x xj2. 

rp(u, x) is then a one-parameter deformation of the inverse of the Hirzebruch 
polynomial A( x). A second property of rp (u, x) is that, as shown in Theorem 
6.2, 

(0.8) +rrOO 
( ix U) ( ix U) rp( U, x) = 1 + 2k + -2 -2 1 - 2k + -2-2 . 

k=1 1C 4k 1C 1C 4k 1C 

Let C(s, x) be the Mellin transform of -~(u, x)jrp(u, x), i.e., for Ixl < 21C 
and 0 < Re(s) < ! ' set 

(0.9) C(s, x) = r~s) 10+00 
US-I (-~~~~;)) duo 

Then C extends holomorphically at s = o. Set 
8C 

(0.10) D(x) = 85(0, x). 

Let D( N) be the corresponding additive class associated with the vector bundle 
N, and let Td(L) be the Todd class of L. Then Td(L)D(N) is a well-defined 
class of sums of (p, p) forms modulo a and 7f coboundaries. 
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We then prove in Theorem 8.S the following identity modulo· {} and a 
coboundaries: 

(0.11 ) M -I N ~ M B(L, M, g ) = -Td (g )Td(L, M, g ) + Td(L)D(N). 

Let '(s) be the Riemann zeta function. In a joint appendix with C. Soule, 
we calculate the function D(x) in the form 

(0.12) ( n 1 ((-n») xn 
D(x) = L r(l) + L""7 + 2 r(_) '(-n)-" 

n~1 j=1 ] .. n n. 
Ixl < 2n. 

odd 

(0.12) is an extremely interesting formula. In fact in [GS], Gillet and Soule 
introduced the power series 

(0.13) ( 
n 1 ( ( _ n) ) xn 

R(x) = L L""7 + 2r--(_ ) '( -n)-, 
n>1 I ] .. n n. 
odd 

by a complicated calculation (with D. Zagier) of the Ray-Singer analytic torsion 
of ]pn(C). Gillet and Soule conjectured that the additive genus R(x) should 
play an important role in an arithmetic version of a theorem of Riemann-Roch-
Grothendieck with metrics. It is remarkable that an entirely different construc-
tion from [GS] produces a closely related genus D(x). 

Finally in Theorem 9.13, we show that if PrCx) is the standard heat kernel 
on SI' then 

(0.14) 
[+00 {}p 

D(x) = - 10 (Logr) {}; (rx) dr. 

We now say just a few words about our techniques. We use Quillen's su-
perconnections [Ql] in an infinite-dimensional context in a rather different way 
from our work [B 1] on the families Index Theorem. Harmonic oscillators playa 
key role in the whole paper. Local index cancellation techniques [ABP, Bl, B8, 
Ge] also appear in the course of the proofs. To establish our main results on the 
forms Trs[exp( -.5Wu2)] , we calculate these forms in a completely explicit way 
in Theorem 7.3 as the ratio of determinants of differential operators of order 
two on the circle. This in tum uses Brownian motion and also some rigorous 
version of fermionic integration which is developed in §S. 

As shown in §9, the computations in this paper can also be understood 
from the point of view of infinite-dimensional intersection theory. We show 
in §9( d) that B(L, M, gM) is simply the integral along the fiber of an infinite-
dimensional Euler-Green current in the sense of Bismut-Gillet-Soule [BGSS, 
§3]. In fact, we first calculated the form B(L, M, gM) in the path integral for-
malism, obtained formula (0.11), calculated formula (0.12) with C. Soule, and 
then reconstructed the form JB(L, M, gM) in the superconnection formalism. 

Needless to say, it is of fundamental importance that the form JB(L, M, gM) 
can be constructed from an analytic point of view-this is the superconnection 
construction-and from a geometric point of view-which is implicit in the 
path integral formalism. 
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This paper contains nine sections and an appendix. In § I, we describe the 
Hodge theory of the resolution of a point in a Hermitian complex vector space. 
In §2, we consider the Hodge theory for the resolution of a point in the fibers 
of a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle. In §3, we introduce the supercon-
nection ~u' and we prove nontrivial Bianchi identities on the curvature ~: . 
In §4, we construct the heat kernels exp( _~u2) and the generalized supertraces 
Trs[exp( -~:)]. We prove the double transgression formula (0.4), and the first 
identity in (0.3). In §5, we prove a time dependent version of an identity of 
Mathai-Quillen [MQ] for finite-dimensional supertraces. In §6, we introduce the 
function rp(u, x) and describe its main properties. In §7, we calculate explicitly 
the forms Trs[exp( _~u2 + bN H)] and we prove the second identity in (0.3). In 
§8, we construct the form lIJ(L, M, gM) and we prove (0.5) and (0.11). In §9, 
we develop a formalism for the equivariant intersection theory for holomorphic 
Hermitian vector bundles, and we relate the corresponding results with the re-
sults of §§3-8. We also prove formula (0.14). Finally, in a joint appendix with 
C. Soule, we prove formula (0.12). 

We assume the reader has some familarity with superconnections. We refer 
to Quillen [AI] and to the present author [Bl, B5] for an introduction to the 
subject. Let us just say that if A is a 112 graded algebra, and if I, / E A , 
then the supercommutator [J, /] is defined by 

(0.15) [j, /] = 11- (_I)deg(f)deg(/ll I. 
If E = E + (fJE _ is a 112 graded vector space, then End E is naturally 112 graded, 
with the even (resp. odd) elements of EndE preserving (resp. exchanging) E+ 
and E _ . If T is the involution defining the grading, the supertrace Trs (f) of 
1 E End E is by definition 
(0.16) 

If V is another vector space, if w E A( V*) , and if 1 E End E , then set 

(0.17) Trs(wf) = wTrs(f). 

We then extend by linearity Trs into a linear map from A(V*)® EndE into 
A(V*). Throughout the paper, it is essential to take into account the natural 
commutation rules on graded algebras to get the right signs. 

In the sequel, if Y is a Brownian motion, d Y and ~ Y denote respectively 
its Stratonovitch and Ito differentials [IkW, Chapters II and III]. For an intro-
duction to the probabilistic techniques used in this paper, we refer to our survey 
[B6). 

The results contained in this paper were announced in [BI2]. 

1. THE HODGE THEORY OF THE RESOLUTION OF A POINT 

Let V be a complex Hermitian vector space, and let (AV· , iy) be the Koszul 
complex of V. In this section, we study the Hodge theory associated with the 
double complex (r(A(V*)®A(V*», 8 + v'=Tiy ). The corresponding Hodge 
Laplacian is a harmonic oscillator. The form fJ on VR ' which is a Hodge 
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representative of the one-dimensional cohomology of the double complex, is 
also described. 

This section is organized as follows. In (a), we construct the double complex 
(r(A(V*)®A(V*)) , 8+ FIiy)' In (b), we calculate the corresponding Hodge 
Laplacian. In (c), we calculate the kernel of the Laplacian. Finally, in (d), 
we relate our calculations in L2 cohomology with the standard sheaf theoretic 
results on the resolution of a point. 

Although they are elementary, the results of this section will play an essential 
role in the sequel. Also let us point out that they are formally related to similar 
calculations by Witten [W] in de Rham cohomology. 
(a) The resolution of a point in a complex vector space. Let VR be a real vector 
space of even dimension 2n. Let J be a complex structure on VR ' i.e., a linear 
map in End( VR) which is such that J2 = -1 . Let V and V be the eigenspaces 
in VR®RC associated with the eigenvalues of J FI and -FI. As indicated 
by the notation, V is conjugate to V. 

Let V; be the set of lR linear forms on VR ' and let V* and V* be the set 
of C linear forms on V and V. 

The exterior algebras A( V*) and A( V*) are naturally Z graded. Let N H 

and N v be the linear maps defining the Z grading on A( V*) and A( V*) , so 
that N Hand N v act by multiplication by p on AP (V*) and AP (V*) respec-
tively. Note the identity 

A(V;) ®R C = A(V*)®A(V*). 

The algebra A( V;) ® R C possesses a natural Z grading given by the operator 
N v ® 1 + 1 ® N H' Here we will instead use the grading of A( V;) ® R C by the 
operator N v ® 1 - 1 ® NH (which we will also write in the form N v - NH). 

Let r be the set of smooth sections of A(V*)®A(V*) on VR . We also grade 
r by the operator N v - N H' Let 8 be the Dolbeault operator acting on r. 
For Y E V, the interior multiplication operator iy acts on A(V*)®A(V*). If 
Y E V ,set Y = Y + Y E VR • Then the operator iy acts naturally on r, with the 
convention that if fEr, then (iyf)(Y) = iy(f(Y)). Both operators 8 and iy 
now act on r and increase the total degree of r by one. Moreover, 

(1.1) (8 + FIiy)2 = O. 

Let i be the embedding of complex manifolds: {O} -+ V. 
Note that the 8 cohomology of {O} is concentrated in degree zero, i.e., 

H q {O} = C if q = 0, and H q {O} = 0 if q > O. The Dolbeault complex of 
{O} is here simply n(O,O){O} = C -+ 0, i.e., 8{0} is the zero map. We give 

a{O} 

the degree zero to n(O,O){O}. 
If 0) E A(V*)®A(V*) , let 0)0 denote the component of 0) in A(V*) ® C = 

A(V*). Let r denote the map 0) E r -+ to)o E C = n(O,O){O}. Note that if 
0) E Aq(V*)®AP(V*) , p, q EN, P + q > 0, then rO) = O. In particular if 0) 

has total degree k in r, k =f. 0 ,then rO) = 0 . 
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Proposition 1.1. The map 
(1.2) r: (r, a + Riy) ~ (!l(O,O) , a{O}) 

is a quasi-isomorphism of Z graded complexes. 
Proof. Clearly if W E r , then 
(1.3) r(a + Riy)w = 0 

and so r is a map of complexes. The complex (r, a + Aiy) is a double 
complex. To calculate its cohomology, we use a spectral sequence. Let &(AV*) 
be the set of holomorphic sections of AV* on VR . By the Poincare lemma 
[GH, p. 25], we know that 

F(r a) = {&(AV*) if q = 0, 
(1.4) '0 ifq>O. 

The complex (&(AV*) , iy) is exactly the Koszul complex of V. Let ro be the 
restriction map 

ro: f E & ~ 1(0) E C. 
By [GH, p. 687], we have the exact sequence 

o ~ &(AnV*) ~ ... ~ &(V*) ~ & ~ C ~ O. 
Iy Iy Iy '0 

Equivalently, 

( 1.5) *. {C ifq=O, 
Hq(&(AV ), ly) = {O} if q =J o. 

Also the map ro induces the isomorphism if(&(AV*) , iy) ~ C. Moreover if 
WE &, then rw = row. The proposition follows. 0 

(b) The Laplacian associated with the operator a + Aiy . Let ( , ) be a J-
invariant scalar product on VR • Then y, y' E V ~ (y, Y) E C is a Hermitian 
product on V. For y E V, set Iyl = (y, y) 1/2. To y E V, we associate 
Y = y + Y E VR • Note that if IYI2 = (Y, Y), then 

(1.6) I YI2 = 21yl2 . 
Let () be the Kahler form on VR ' i.e., the two-form 

(1. 7) X, Y ~ O(X, Y) = (X, JY) . 

Then () is a form of complex type (1, 1) and has total degree zero in A( V·)® 
A(V*). . 

Let (8 jaa' , a jabl , ... ,8 j8an , a j8bn) be an orthonormal base of VR ' 

with 8j8bi = Jaj8ai , 1 -;5; j -;5; n. Let (da', db', ... ,dan, dbn ) be the 
corresponding dual base in V;. Set 

a 1 ( 8 8 ) 
8yi ="2 8ai - R 8 bi ' ( 1.8) 

8 1 ( a a ) -=- -+R-
ayi 2 8ai abi ' 
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Then () is given by 

( 1.9) () = - ~ t d/ 1\ di . 
I 

Note that if y = L:7 /010/, then 

(1.10) lyl2 = ~ tl/12. 
I 

Let rD be the set of square-integrable sections of A( V* )®A( V*) on VR . By 
[GH, p. 82], the star operator *. acts naturally on A(V;)®RC = A(V*)®A(V*). 
We equip rD with the Hermitian product 

(1.11) f,gErD-(f,g)= (2~)ni fl\*g· 
R 

A( V;) ® R C inherits a Hermitian product ( , ) from the scalar product of VR . 

If dv = (_())n In! is the volume form on VR ' then for f, g E rD 

(1.12) (f, g) = (2~r i (f, g)dv. 
R 

Let It be the formal adjoint of 0, with respect to the Hermitian product 
(1.11), and let i; be the adjoint of the operator iy • Then the operator 7t -
Hi; also acts on r, and decreases the degree in r by 1. 

We first calculate the operators 8+Hiy and 8* -Hi; in the coordinates 
I n y , ... ,y . 

Proposition 1.2. The following identities hold: 

!'l r--tl . ~ d-i 0 r--tl ~ i· 
U + V-lly = L.,; Y 1\ -i + V-I L.,;Y la/ayj, 

I oy I 

n !l r--tl n 
!'l* . r--tl .* 2 I: . U V - 1 I: -i d i U - V-II = - 1 -j -. - -- y Y 1\. 

y aj{)y oy) 2 
I I 

( 1.13) 

Proof. The first line in (1.13) is obvious. Note that 

(1.14) Idil 2 = 2; 1 0 12 _ 1 0/ -2' 
The second line in (1.13) now follows from (1.14). 0 

Let c(VR) be the Clifford algebra in VR . Then A(V*) and A(V*) are 
c(VR) Clifford modules. In fact if X E V, let X* E V* be the element which 

. corresponds to X by the Hermitian product of V. Then if X E V and 
X' E V, set 

( 1.15) c(X) = v'2X* 1\; c(X') = -v'2i x' . 
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We then extend by C linearity the map X E VR ®R C -+ c(X). One verifies 
easily that if X, X' E VR ® R C , then 

( 1.16) C(X)C(X') + C(X')C(X) = -2(X, X') . 

Similarly if X' E V , let X '* be the corresponding element in V*. If X E V 
and X' E V , set 

( 1.17) c(X) = -J2V-Tix'; C(X') = -J2V-TX'* /\ . 

We extend c to the whole VR®RC by C linearity. Again if X, X' E VR®RC, 
then 

( 1.18) C(X)C(X') + C(X')C(X) = -2(X , X') . 

Of course, we make the operators c(X) and C(X) act as odd operators on 
A(V;) ®R C = A(V*)®A(V*). If X, X' E VR ®R C, we then also have 

(1.19) c(X)c(X' ) + C(X')C(X) = O. 

Let L be the operator 

(1.20) a E A(V;) ®R C -+ La = () /\ a. 

Let A be the adjoint of L. Using the notations in (1.13), we find that 

(1.21 ) L = -fI Edyj /\d'i /\, 
1 

n 

A = 2V-TL io/Oyiio/Oyi. 
1 

Definition 1.3. S denotes the operator 

( 1.22) S = -(L+A). 

Let e 1 ' ••• ,e2n be a real orthonormal base of VR • Let .6. be the standard 
Laplacian on VR . If f E VR ' then V' f denotes the differentiation operator 
along the vector f. We now calculate the Laplacian associated with the Her-
mitian chain complex (ro, 8 + Piy )' 

Proposition 1.4. The following identities hold: 

(8 + V-Tiy )2 = 0; (8* - V-Ti;)2 = 0, 

8 + V-Tiy + 8* - V-Ti; = ~( Ec(e)V'e; + V-TC(JY») , 
1 

( 1.23) P 2n 
S = -2- L c(eJc(Jei ) , 

1 
2 

(8+V-Ti +8*_V-Tt)2=_~+l!L+S y y 2 2 . 
Proof. The first line in (1.23) is obvious. The second line in (1.23) is a conse-
quence of Proposition 1.2 and of the fact that Y = y + y. Let WI' ••. , W n be 
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an orthonormal base in V, let Wi, ... ,wn be the dual base in V*, and let 
WI' .. , , W nand Wi, .•• ,wn be the conjugate bases in V and V*. Then 

(1.24) 
~ fc(e)c(Je) = 4 t(C(W)C(W) - C(W)C(Wj)) 

1 1 
n 

= PI:(-w j 1\ w j 1\ +iwJiwJ) = -L - A. 
1 

The third line in (1.23) follows. The fourth line in (1.23) is an easy consequence 
of lines two and three in (1.23). 0 

(c) Description of the kernel of the Laplacian. We now study the kernel of the 
operator (15 + Hiy + 75* - Hi;)2. 

The algebra Aeven(VR) ®R C is commutative, and so the exponential maps 
Aeven(VR) ®R C into itself. In particular, exp(O) E Aeven(VR) ®R C. Note that if 
we use the coordinates y 1 , " • , yn , we have the identity 

exp(O) = IT (1 _ r-rd/ ~ dyi) . 
1 

( 1.25) 

Proposition 1.5. The operator S E End(A(VR) ®R q is self-adjoint. Its lowest 
eigenvalues is equal to -n, and the corresponding eigenspace is spanned by the 
form of degree zero exp( 0) . 
Proof. By (1.21), we know that 

( 1.26) S = pt (4d/ 1\ dy - 2io/lfyd%/) . 
1 

The operators in the sum in the right-hand side of (1.26) commute, so we may 
as well assume that n = 1. One then easily verifies that S has three distinct 
eigenvalues: 

• the eigenvalue + 1 , the corresponding eigenspace being spanned by 1 + 
Adyl 1\ dyl /2; 

• the eigenvalue 0, the corresponding eigenspace being spanned by d y 1 

and dyl; 
• the eigenvalue -1, the cl)rresponding eigenspace being spanned by 1-

Hdy ll\dyl/2. 
The proposition is proved. 0 

Let robe the set of elements of r which have compact support. 

Theorem 1.6. The operator (8+ A iy + a* - r-r i;)2 is essentially self-adjoint 
on r o' Its closure has discrete spectrum and finite-dimensional eigenspaces. If 
P E ro is given by 

( 1.27) 2 P = exp(O - IYI /2), 
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then P has total degree zero, and also 

(1-28) 

P spans the one-dimensional kernel of the operator (If + P iy + 8* - yCT i; l. 
Finally, 

(1-29) 
(8 + V-liy)P = 0, 

(8* - V-li;)P = 0, 
(NH - n/2)p, P) = (Nv - n/2)p, P) = O. 

Proof. Let C;' be the set of COO functions on VR with values in R which 
have compact support. Let 2' be the partial differential operator: 

(1-30) 2' = -!( -~ + lyl2 - 2n). 
2' is the harmonic oscillator on VR . By [GlJ, Theorem 1-5.1], we know that 
2' is essentially self-adjoint on C;' , that its closure is nonnegative, and that it 
has compact resolvent. In particular, the kernel of 2' is one-dimensional and 
spanned by the function exp( -I YI 2 /2). 2' also acts naturally on r. 

The matrix operator S commutes with 2'. Using Propositions 1.4 and 
1.5, we then find that the operator (8 + Aiy + 8* - Pi;)2 is essentially 
self-adjoint on r o' and that P spans its one-dimensional kernel. 

Now by (1-14), we get 

(1.31) 11- Pdyi /\d"//212 = 2. 
Also 

(1.32) { exp -(I Y12) dv = nn . JVR 

From (1-31) and (1.32), we get (1.28). Since 0 has total degree zero, P also 
has total degree zero. Clearly, 

(1-33) 

Using Proposition 1.2, (1.9), and (1.33), we get 

(1-34) (8 + V-liy)(O _IYI2 /2) = 0, 

and so 
(1.35) - r1 2 (8+v-liy)exp(O-IYI/2)=0. 

If n = 1, still using Proposition 1-2, (1.9), and (1.33), we have 

( 1.36) 
( 2) -* .* IYI (8 - V-lly)exp 0 -""2 

-* r1 * ( yCT I I) (-IYI2) = (8 - v-liy) 1- -2-dy /\dy exp -2- = O. 
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The second line in (1.29) follows when n = 1. By using the more general 
formula (1.25), we get the second line of (1.29) in full generality. 

Observe that N H is a derivation on A( V;) ® R <C. Then since N He = e , we 
get 

(1.37) 

Using (1.9) and (1.25), we find that 

(1.38) ep = - tpdyJ ;dyi II (1- pd/ ;dt) exp (-IJI2
), 

)=1 ki-J 

and so 

( 1.39) 

From (1.37) and (1.39), we deduce that 

( lAO) 

The proof that (Nv - nj2)p, p) = 0 is identical. 0 

Remark 1.7. The vector field JY = R (y -)I) is a holomorphic Killing vector 
field on VR • Also e is JY invariant, i.e., 

(1.41 ) 

Let 8 be the conjugate of the operator 8. The exterior differentiation op-
erator d is given by d = 8 + 8. Also 

(1.42) (8 + Piy )2 = 0, 

We deduce from (1.41) that since LJy = (d + iJy )2 , then 

( 1.43) 

We also easily see that 

( 1.44) 

Therefore, 

(l.45) 

As observed in our earlier work [B3], the operators 8+Riy and 8-Riy 
are intimately related with the de Rham equivariant theory of VR with respect 
to the action of the holomorphic Killing vector field JY . Perhaps more surpris-
ing is that the form p was also considered in an entirely different context in 
[B3] in relation with localization formulas in complex equivariant cohomology, 
along the lines of our version [B2, Theorem 1.3] of localization formulas in 
equivariant cohomology. 
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(d) The cohomology of the complex (r>, 8 + A iy). Recall that due to (1.23) 
- r-; -* r-;*2 (8+v-liy +8 -v-liy) 

( 1.46) 
= (8 + V-liy)(8* - V-li;) + (8* - V-li;)(8 + V-liy). 

Also if f, g E r ° ' then 
(1.47) 

((8 + V-liy + 8* - V-li;)2 f, g) 

= ((8 + -I-liy)f, (8 + V-liy)g) + ((8* - V-li;)f, (8* - V-li;)g). 
Set 

Z = {f E rO , (8 + V-l iy)f = O}, 

(1.48) B = {f E ~, 3g E rO, f = (8 + V-liy)g} , 

H*(ro, 8 + V-li) = Z/B. 
Then one verifies easily as in [B4, §2h)] that, using (1.23) and the proper-

ties of the harmonic oscillator, one can develop the Hodge theory for the L2 
cohomology of the complex (r>, 8 + Aiy) which is formally similar to the 
usual Hodge theory for compact manifolds. In particular, there is a canonical 
isomorphism of Z graded vector spaces 

(1.49) H*(ro, 8 + V-liy) 2:: Ker(8 + V-liy + 8* - V-li;)2. 
From Theorem 1.6, we immediately deduce. 

Theorem 1.8. For p =I- 0, HP(r> , 8 + Aiy) = {O}. Also HO(ro, a + Aiy) 
is one-dimensional, and spanned by the a + A iy L2 cohomology class of P . 
Remark 1.9. Let t E R -+ lit be a smooth family of Hermitian metrics on V, 
and let t E R -+ 0t be the corresponding family of Kahler forms. Set 

2 (1.50) Pt = exp( 0t - I YI I /2) . 
Using (1.45), we find that 

(1.51 ) 8 PI r-; - r-; r-; (801 ) - = v-l(a + v-Ii )(8 - v-li-) -P . at y y 8t I 

(1.51) shows directly that the L2 cohomology class of Pt does not vary with 
t. In particular, if 0 is taken as before, we get 
( 1.52) 

:t exp{V-l(a + V-liy)(a - -I-liy)tO} 

= V-l(a + -I-liy)(8 - vCTiy)(Oexp{-I-l(a + vCTiy)(8 - vCTiy)tO}). 
By integrating (1.52) from 0 to 1, we find in particular that P is cohomol-

ogous in (r, aV + Aiy) to the function I (which is not square-integrable!). 
If we use the notation of Proposition 1.1, this is related to the fact that 
(1.53) rp = 1. 
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We have thus shown that the complexes (r, 8 + Aiy) and (r<>, 8 + Aiy) 
have the same cohomology. Equivalently, the complex (r<>, 8 + Aiy) calcu-
lates the cohomology of the point o. 

Also observe that if - denotes Fourier transform, then ----8 + yCIiy = 8* + yCIi;, 
----.::..... 

(1.54) 8* - yCIt = 8 - yCTi-, y y 

p = (2n)np. 

Of course the third line in (1.54) can be viewed as a consequence of the first 
two lines in (1.54). 

Remark 1.10. Consider the Witten operator [W] 

( 1.55) 

and its formal adjoint d'* , and form the Witten Laplacian d'd'* + d'* d' . The 
operator d' + d'* is then given by a formula closely related to the second line of 
(1.23). The formula for the Witten Laplacian is very close to the fourth line of 
(1.23), and the study of the corresponding harmonic forms [W] is immediately 
related to the proof of Theorem 1.6. 

Still these formal analogies obscure the fact that the analysis which was pre-
viously done makes use of the complex structure of VR in an essential way. 
This will become clearer in the sequel, where no real analogue of what is done 
can be found. 

2. THE HODGE THEORY ON THE FIBERS 
OF A HOLOMORPHIC VECTOR BUNDLE 

Let B be a compact complex manifold and let N be a holomorphic Hermi-
tian vector bundle on B . In this section, we apply the results of § 1 to the fibers 
of N. In particular, the form P E A(N*)0A(N*) is now a canonical trivial-
ization of the L2 cohomology of the double complex (r(A(N*)0A(N*)) , 8 + 
J=1\) in the fibers of NR . 

Also if 
O-L-M-N-O 

i j 

is an exact sequence of holomorphic vector bundles, where M is equipped with 
a hermitian metric gM which induces Hermitian metrics gL and gN on L 
and N, then we identify the holomorphic Hermitian connection 'ilL on ACL*) 
with the natural connection on the L2 cohomology in the fibers NR of the 
double complex (r(A(M*)0A(N*» , If + Aiy). 

This section is organized as follows. In (a) we apply the results of § 1 to 
the vector bundle N. In (b), we calculate the natural connection on the L2 
cohomology of the complex (r(A(M*)0A(N*» , 8 + Aiy) . 

(a) A double complex on a vector bundle. Let B be a compact connected complex 
manifold of complex dimension k, let N be a complex holomorphic vector 
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bundle on B of complex dimension n, let 1t be the projection N -+ B , and 
let gN be a smooth Hermitian metric on N. For x E B, let ()x E A(N;) be 
the Kahler form of the fiber Nx ' which we define as in (1.7). 

Let \IN be the holomorphic Hermitian connection on the vector bundle N. 
\IN induces a connection on A( N;) , which we still denote \IN. 

For x E B, rx denotes the set of smooth sections of A(N;)x ®R C on the 
fiber NR,x and ~ is the set of square-integrable sections of A(N;)x ®R C on 
the fiber NR,x' We equip ~ with the Hermitian product 

f,gEr~-+(f,g)= (2~r LR.xfA*g. 

As in [B 1, § 1 f)], we will consider r as an infinite-dimensional vector bundle 
on B. The set of smooth sections of r is identified with the set of smooth 
sections of A(N;) ®R C on the total space of N. 

Let N v and N H be the operators which define the Z grading of A( N*) and 
A(N*). As in §1(a), we grade A(N;) ®R C = A(N*)®A(N*) by the operator 
Nv - NH . We then obtain a Z grading on r and rD. 

-N We now denote by 8 x the Dolbeault operator acting on the fiber r x' If 
y E Nx ' the interior multiplication operator iy also acts on r x . 

The connection \IN defines a complex subbundle TH N of TN such that 
we have the identification of COO complex vector bundles on N: 

(2.1 ) TN= NEB THN. 

If U E TRB, let DUH be the lift of U in T:: N, so that DUH E T:: Nand 
D H 

1C. U = U. 

Definition 2.1. If h is a smooth section of r on Band U E TRB , set 

(2.2) 
As in [B 1, § 1 f)], one easily verifies that ~r is a connection on r. 

-r 2 -r Theorem 2.2. The curvature (\l) of \l is a (1, 1) form on B with values 
in the set of formally skew-adjoint first order differential operators acting on the 
fibers r. Also 

-r -N 11 -r -N. 11 * [\l,8 +v-liy]=O; [\l,8 -v-liy]=O, 
-r -N 11 -N. 11 * 2 [\l , (8 +v-1iy+8 -v-liy) ]=0. 

(2.3) 

-N r-1 -N* 11 • 2 If f.L = Ker(8 + v-liy + 8 - v-1iy) , f.L is a one-dimensional trivial line 
bundle on B which is spanned by 

(2.4) 2 p=exp(()-!Y! /2); 
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P has total degree zero and for any x E B 

(2.5) (2~)nl Pxl\*Px=l. 
NR • x 

Also 
-[ 
V P=O, 

-N ". (0 +v-liy)P=O, 

(liN * - V-Ti;)P = 0, 
(2.6) 

(NH - nI2)p, P) = (Nv - nI2)p, P) = 0. 
Proof. Let (VN)2 be the curvature of V N . By proceeding as in [B 1, Proposition 
1.11], one easily verifies that 

-[ 2 N 2 
(2.7) (V ) = (V ) - V(VN)2y • 

(VN / is a form on B of type (1, 1) with values in matrix valued operators 
acting on r. (VN)2y is a (1, 1) form on B with values in NR , and so 
V(VN)2y is a (1, 1) form on B with values in the set of first order differential 
operators acting on r. From (2.7), we find easily that (V[)2 takes values in 
skew-adjoint first order differential operators acting on r. 

The fact that J.l is spanned by P was proved in Theorem 1.6, together with 
(2.5) and the last three lines of (2.6). (2.3) is trivial. Since V N preserves the 
Hermitian metric gN , then 

(2.8) 
-[ 

and so V P = 0. Our theorem is proved. 0 

Remark 2.3. By the first line in (2.6), it is clear that the connection V[ induces a 
Hermitian connection VI'- on J.l, whose curvature vanishes. By [AHS, Theorem 
5.1], there exists a holomorphic structure on J.l, and VI'- is the corresponding 
holomorphic Hermitian connection on J.l. From (2.6), we find that P is a 
holomorphic section of J.l of norm 1, i.e., P trivializes J.l as a holomorphic 
Hermitian line bundle. 

By imitating the argument in [BGS3, §3], where the holomorphic struc-
ture on the determinant of a direct image was constructed by the method of 
Grothendieck-Knudsen-Mumford [KM], one can prove that P defines a holo-
morphic section of the trivial holomorphic line bundle If (f'J , aN + A iy) . 

(b) An enlarged double complex. Let 

(2.9) 

be a holomorphic acyclic chain complex of vector bundles L, M, and N on 
the manifold B. Let I, m, and n be the complex dimensions of L, M, and 
N. We identify L with a holomorphic vector subbundle of M, and N with 
MIL. 
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Let gM be a smooth Hermitian metric on the vector bundle M _ As a vector 
subbundle of M, L inherits a smooth Hermitian metric gL. We identify 
N (as a smooth vector bundle on B) with the orthogonal LJ.. to L in M. 
Therefore N is equipped with a Hermitian metric gN. We then have the 
identity 
(2.10) 
in the class of smooth Hermitian vector bundles on Y, but of course (2.9) is 
not in general a holomorphic splitting of M. 

Let pL and pN be the orthogonal projection operators from M on L 
and N respectively. Let V L , V M , and VN be the holomorphic Hermitian 
connections on the vector bundles L, M, and N. We still denote by V L , 

VM , and VN the connections induced by V L , V M , and VN on the tensor 
algebras of L, M, and N. 

If I is a smooth section of L, it is clear that VL I = pLVM I. We now 
prove the corresponding results for V N • 

Proposition 2.4. II I is a smooth section 01 the vector bundle N, then 

(2.11) VNI=pNVMI . 
Proof. Let I be a locally defined holomorphic section of N. There is a locally 
defined holomorphic section g of M such that j(g) = I, and so if h = g- I, 

M" then hE L. Clearly, V g = 0, and so 

(2.12) V M " h + V M " 1= o. 
Since L is a holomorphic subbundle of M, V M " hE L, and so from (2.12) 

we deduce that 

(2.13) 

From (2.13), we find that the connection pNVM" on N is holomorphic. Since 
it preserves the metric of N, it coincides with V N • 0 

Let °VM = VL EB VN be the direct sum of the connections VL and VN on 
M= LEBN. Set 
(2.14) 
Then A is a one-form on B with values in skew-adjoint elements of End(M) 
which interchange Land N. 

From (2.10), we deduce the identification of smooth Hermitian vector bun-
dles on B: 

(2.15) 

Of course the identification (2_15) depends on the metric gM. It is not an 
identification of antiholomorphic vector bundles on B. From (2.15), we get 
the identification of smooth vector bundles: 
(2.16) 
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For x E B, let Ex (resp. E~) be the set of smooth (resp. square-integrable) 
sections of (A(M*)®A(N*»x over the fiber NR x. As in §2(a), we consider E 
and EO as infinite dimensional vector bundles ~n B. Let dv N be the volume 
element on NR x. We equip E~ with the Hermitian product 

(2.17) f, g E E~ -> (f, g) = (2~r LR,x (f, g)dVN· 

Let N L be the operator defining the Z grading on A(L*). 
As in §2(a), Nv and NH denote the operators defining the Z grading on 

A(N*) = EB;=oAP(N*) and A(N*) = EB;=oAP(N*) respectively. The operator 
N v - NH defines the Z grading on A(N;) 0 R C = A(N*)®A(N*). The Z 
grading on A(I*)®(A(N;) 0 R C) is defined by the operator N L + N v - NH . 

Let V denote the connection on A(M*)®A(N*): 

(2.18) V = V M 01 + 1 0 V N • 

y denotes the general element in Nand Y = Y + y is the corresponding 
element in NR • For every x E B, the operator aNx + Aiy and its formal 
adjoint aNx * - Ai; act on Ex. 

If U E TRB, 0 U H still denotes the horizontal lift of U in T:: N. 0 UH was 
explicitly constructed in §2(a). 

Definition 2.5. If h is a smooth section of E and U E TRB , set 

(2.19) 

vE is a connection on the infinite-dimensional vector bundle E. 

Remark 2.6. By (2.16), we have an isomorphism of Z graded vector bundles 

E = A(I*)®r, 
EO = A(L*)®ro. 

(2.20) 

E is a A(L*) graded module, and the operators liN +Aiy , and liN* -Ai; 
are A(L*) linear. 

It is essential to observe that since the identification M = L EB N is only 
an identification of smooth vector bundles, in general the connection VE on 
E = A(L*)®r does not coincide with the connection V L 01 + 10 Vr . 

By §1(b), A(L*) is a C(LR) Clifford module, A(M*) is a c(MR) Clifford 
module, and so A(M*) is also a C(LR) Clifford module. The identification 
A(M*) = A(r*)®A(N*) is an identification of c(LR) Clifford modules. 

From (2.20), we deduce that E and EO are c(LR ) Clifford modules. 
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Theorem 2.7. For x E B, set 
° -N ~ -N* ~ * 2 (2.21) 1Ix ={hEEx ;hEKer(8 x+ v -liy +8 x -v-liy)}. 

Then the 1Ix'S are the fibers of a complex vector bundle 11, which is a C(LR) 
Clifford submodule of E. If we equip 11 with the Hermitian metric induced by 
the Hermitian metric on EO, then the linear map 

(2.22) 'II: a E A(L *) --+ ap E 11 

is an isomorphism of Hermitian Z graded c(LR) Clifford modules. 
Let Q be the orthogonal projection from EO on 11 and let 'V" be the con-

nection on 11 given by 

(2.23) 

Then 

(2.24) 
Proof. The first part of our theorem is a trivial consequence of Theorem 2.2 
and of Remark 2.6. Clearly, we have the identity of connections on L 

(2.25) 'VL = pL'VM . 

Also, by Proposition 2.4, 

(2.26) 

The Kahler form () on N lies in A(N;) ®R C = A(N*)®A(N*). Remember 
that A(N*) c A(M*) . So () will be regarded as an element of A(M*)®A(N*). 
P is then considered as a section of A(M*)®A(N*) over NR . 

Let a be a smooth section on B of ACT:) c A(M*). Then if U E TRB 
-E -E -E 

(2.27) 'V u(ap) = ('V ua)P + a'V uP. 

By definition, 

(2.28) 

End(M) acts as a derivation on the algebra A(M*). From (2.14), we find that 

(2.29) 

Since A(U) interchanges Land N, we get 

(2.30) NvA(U)a = A(U)a. 

Since N HA (U)a = 0, we find that 

(2.31) (Nv - NH)A(U)a = A(U)a. 

By Theorem 2.2, (Nv - NH)P = o. From (2.31) we deduce that 

(2.32) (Nv - NH)(A(U)a)p) = (A(U)a)p. 
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By Theorem 2.2, we know that 11 C Ker(Nv - NH ). From (2.32), we deduce 
that since N v - N H is a self-adjoint operator 
(2.33) Q(A(U)a)p = O. 
From (2.27)-(2.29) and (2.33) we get 

-E L (2.34) Q(V' ua)P = (V' ua)P . 

By Theorem 2.2, we know that v~p = O. Using (2.14) again, we obtain 

(2.35) v;p = A(U)p. 

Note that in (2.35), P is considered as an element of A(M*)®A(N*) and that 
A(U) acts only on A(M*) and not on A(N*). From (2.4), we get 

(2.36) A(U)P = (A(U)O)p. 

Since A(U) interchanges Land N, we find that 

(2.37) NvA(U)(} = 0; NHA(U)(} = A(U)(} , 

and so 
(2.38) 

Since (Nv - NH)P = 0, using (2.36) and (2.38), we get 

(2.39) (Nv - NH)aA(U)p = -aA(U)p. 

From (2.39), we deduce as before that 

(2.40) QaA(U)p = O. 
From (2.35) and (2.40), we obtain 

-E (2.41) QaV'up=O. 

From (2.27), (2.34), and (2.41), we get 
-E L (2.42) QV' u(ap) = (V' ua)P . 

Our theorem is proved. 0 

3. THE LEVI-CIVITA SUPERCONNECTION OF AN ACYCLIC CHAIN COMPLEX 

Let 
o ---+ L ---+ M ---+ N ---+ 0 

j j 

be a holomorphic acyclic chain complex of vector bundles on a complex mani-
fold B. In this section, we introduce operators and superconnections naturally 
associated with the embedding L ---+ M . 

Namely for u > 0, we consider the family of operators a + Fuij(y) acting 
on the smooth sections of A(M*)®A(N*) over the fibers of MR. If M is 
equipped with a metric gM which induces metrics gL and gN on Land N, 
we construct the family of Hodge Dirac operators acting on the fibers of MR , 
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and the associated Levi-Civita superconnection ~u in the sense of Bismut [B 1, 
§3]. We also calculate the curvature ~; of the superconnection ~u' and we 
establish highly nontrivial Bianchi identities. 

This section is organized as follows. In (a), we introduce a family of Dirac 
operators acting on the fibers of M. In (b), we construct the Levi-Civita su-
perconnection, and in (c) a twisted version of the Levi-Civita superconnection. 
Finally in (d), we establish Bianchi identities for the Levi-Civita superconnec-
tion. 

The Levi-Civita superconnection of a Euclidean vector bundle with connec-
tion is intimately related to Index Theory. In particular, we show in Remark 
3.7 that the Levi-Civita superconnection of the tangent space T B is exactly 
the operator introduced by Getzler [Ge] at the final stage of his proof of the 
Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem. 
(a) A family of Dirac operators on M. We now make the same assumptions 
and we use the same notations as in §2(b). 

Definition 3.1. For x E B, let Ix (resp. I;) be the set of smooth (resp. square-
integrable) sections of (A(M*)®A(N*))x over the fiber MR,x . 

The Z grading on I x is still defined by the operator N L + N v - N H • Let 
dv M be the volume form on the fibers of MR' We equip I; with the Hermitian 
product 

(3.1 ) 

-M -M* Let 8 x be the Dolbeault operator acting on Ix' and let 8 x be its formal 
adjoint with respect to the Hermitian product (3.1) on I;. Set 

(3.2) 

The connection "M defines a natural splitting of T Minto 

(3.3) T M = M $ TH M . 

If U E TRB, let U H be the horizontal lift of U in T:: M. If 7C is the 
projection M - B ,then U H is characterized by the relations 

H H H (3.4) U E TR M, 7C* U = U. 

Remember that" is the connection on A(M*)®A(N*): 

" = "M ® 1 + 1 ® "N . 
Definition 3.2. If h is a smooth section of the vector bundle I and U E TRB , 
set 
(3.5) 

Then ~I is a connection on the vector bundle I . Note that if h is a smooth 
section of I with compact support, then h E 10 • If U E TRB , then ~ uh E I 
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has compact support, and so V Uh E 1°. One then easily verifies that V is a 
unitary connection on 1° , in the sense that if hand h' are smooth sections of 
I with compact support, then 

(3.6) U{h, h') = (Vuh, h') + (h, V uh'). 

Let RL, RM, and RN be the curvatures of the connections 'VL , 'VM , and 
'VN. We still denote by RM and RN the curvatures of the connections 'VM , 
and 'VN on A(M*) and A(N*). If R is the curvature of the connection 'V, 
then 

M N 
(3.7) R = R ® IA(N') + IA(M') ® R 

If y EM, let y E M be the conjugate of y. y E M represents Y = y + Y E 
MR' 

Proposition 3,3, If U, V E TRB, then (VI)2 (U, V) is the first order differential 
operator on I: 

(3.8) 

In particular, the two-form (VI)2 is of complex type (1, 1). Also 

(3.9) [VI,DM]=O; [VI,aM]=o; [VI,aM*]=o. 

Proof. (3.8) follows from [Bl, Proposition 1.11]. Since Rand RM are forms 
-I 2 of type (1, 1), ('V) is also of type (1, 1). The holonomy group of the 

connection 'VM consists of linear complex isometries of MR' We then find 
that ['VI, aM] = 0 and ['VI, aM*] = O. Our proposition is proved. 0 

Remark 3.4. If LRM(U, V)Y denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the vector 
field RM (U, V)Y, (3.8) can be rewritten in the form 

(3.10) 

(b) The Levi-Civita superconnection of M. If Y E M R ' then RM Y is a two-
form on the manifold B with values in MR' 

Remember that if X E M R , then c(X) denotes the corresponding element 
in the Clifford algebra C(MR)' and, by §1(b), A(M*) and also A(M*)®A(N*) 
are C(MR) Clifford modules. 

Let It ' ... , fzk be a base of TRB , and let / , ... , lk be the corresponding 
dual base of T;B. Let C(RMY) E (A(T;B)®c(MR»Odd be given by 

(3.11) c(RM Y) = ! LJ fP c(RM (fa, fp)Y). 

The Z grading of A(M*)®A(N*) induces a corresponding Z2 grading. Then 
the vector bundles I and 1° split into I = 1+ (J;)I _ and 1° = I~ (J;)/~ . Therefore, 
we may apply to these Z2 graded vector bundles the superconnection formal-
ism of Quillen [Ql]. In particular, the algebra Endl is naturally Z2 graded, 
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with the even (resp. odd) elements in Endl preserving (resp. exchanging) 1+ 
and 1_. The computations which follow will be done in the graded algebra 
A(T;B)®End/. 

Definition 3.5. Let ,9/ be the superconnection on the Z2 graded vector bundle 
1=1+$1_: 

(3.12) 

Note that 11:: M --. B is a fibration whose fibers are vector spaces. Also as 
pointed out in (3.3), the connection V M defines a horizontal complex vector 
bundle TH M ~ 11:*TB such that TM = M $ TH M. 

We claim that ,9/ is exactly the Levi-Civita superconnection of the fibration 
11: : M --. B defined in Bismut [B 1, §3c)] associated with the given metric on 
M, the horizontal vector bundle TH M and the connection V N on A(N*) 
(with the factor t in [Bl, §3c)] set equal to !). In fact the vector bundle with 
connection M is a U (m) vector bundle. The situation described here is then 
a special case of the G-equivariant situation considered in [Bl, §3, Remark 2]. 
The fact that ,9/ is the Levi-Civita superconnection now follows easily from 
the considerations in [B 1]. 

Since T:: M ~ 11:*TRB, we have an isomorphism of smooth vector bundles 

(3.13) A(T;M) = A(T;B)®A(M;). 

Therefore if a E A(M;) , we may associate to a a form in A(T;M) which 
we still note a. Let y be the Kahler form of the fibers MR' One then easily 
verifies that 
(3.14) 
From (3.14), we deduce that the fibration 11:: M --. B is locally Kahler (at 
least when 11: is restricted to bounded subsets of M), in the sense of [BGS3, 
Definition 1.25]. Therefore the considerations in [BGS3] can also be used in 
this situation. 

Let Tr[RM] be the trace of RM E A2(T;B) ® EndM. Tr[RM] is a section 
of A2(T;B). In the sequel, and to avoid possible confusion, we denote by ]iN 
the action of RN on AN*. ]iN acts like 1 ®]iN on A(M*)®A(N*). 

Let e1 , ••• ,e2m be an orthonormal base of MR' 

Theorem 3.6. The curvature ,9/2 of the superconnection ,9/ is given by 

21 2m ( 1 M ) 21M N 
,9/ = -2" L V ei + 2"(R Y, ei ) + 2" Tr[R ] + R . 

1 
(3.15) 

Proof. (3.15) can of course be proved directly. We will obtain (3.15) as a special 
case of formulas in Bismut [Bl, Theorem 3.6]. Let (det TM)I/2 be a locally 
defined hoi om orphic square root of the line bundle det T M. Set 

F = A(M*) ® (det TM)-1/2. 
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Then by [H, Theorem 2.2], F can be identified with the Z2 graded Hermitian 
vector bundle of TRM spinors. 

As explained after (3.14), the Levi-Civita superconnection .91' is a special 
case of the superconnection considered in a complex geometric setting in Bismut-
Gillet-Soule [BGS2, §2]. As shown in [BGS2, proof of Theorem 2.2], the for-
mula of [BI, Theorem 3.6] for .91'2 (with t = !) can be used in this situation. 
In particular, with the notation of [BI, §I], using [BI, (1.30)], T is purely hor-
izontal, i.e., if U E MR, then iuT = O. Also if V, WE TRB and V H , W H 

denote the horizontal lifts of V, W in T: M , then one gets 

(3.16) T(VH , W H ) = RM(V, W)Y. 

By [Bl, (1.28)], we find that if X E M R , then the two-form (S(X)" .} is purely 
horizontal. More precisely if V, WE TRB, we get from (3.16) that 

(3.17) 2(S(X)VH , W H } = (RM(V, W)Y,X}. 

To obtain (3.15), we now use [BI, Theorem 3.6] with t equal to !. 0 

Remark 3.7. Note that by [BGS2, (1.41)], if DIM is the standard Dirac operator 
in the fibers M R , then DIM = V2DM. 

Assume temporarily that MR is instead an ordinary smooth Euclidean spin 
vector bundle on B equipped with a Euclidean connection, and that DIM is 
now the family of Dirac operators acting on MR spinors. Let VI denote the 
obvious analogue of VI. In this case, the Levi-Civita superconnection .91'1 with 
parameter t =! is given by the formula 

1M M 
.91'1 = VI + ~ _ c(R Y) 

V2 2J2 (3.18) 

Using again [Bl, Theorem 3.6], we obtain the formula 

1 2dirnM (1 )2 
(3.19) .91'12=-2" I: V e,+2"(RMy,e) 

I 

Formulas (3.15) and (3.19) are very interesting. In fact if MR = TRB, the 
operator in the right-hand side of (3.19) is exactly the operator introduced by 
Getzler [Ge] in his proof of the local index theorem. It is remarkable that the 
Getzler operator-which is the limit of rescaled squares of Dirac operators on 
the manifold B-is itself the curvature of the Levi-Civita superconnection .91'1 
associated with M = TB. Formulas (3.15) and (3.19) will be interpreted in 
the context of index theory in Remark 4.11. 

(c) The Levi-Civita superconnection of the double complex. Let J denote the 
complex structure of L, M, or N. If yl EN, the operators iy' and I;' are 
odd operators in End(A(N*», i.e., they interchange Aeven(N*) and AOdd(N*). 
yl E N represents yl = y' + Y E NR. For yl E NR, set 

(3.20) V(yl) = V-1(iy' - i;,). 
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Equivalently, with the notations of §1(b), we have 

(3.21) V(Y') = v:; c(JY') . 

The operators iy" i;" and V(Y') also act naturally as odd operators on 

A(M*)®A(N*) = A(L*)®(A(N;) ®R C). 

Definition 3.8. For U ~ 0, !:9u denotes the superconnection on the Z2 graded 
vector bundle I = 1+ E9 1_ : 

(3.22) 

Clearly, 
M r.; N -M r-:;; -M * r-:;; * (3.23) D +vuV(P Y)=8 +V-UipNy +8 -V-UipNy . 

Also 

(3.24) 
~I The connection V splits into 

~I ~I' ~I" 
V =V +V , 

where V!' and VI" are the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts of the 
connection VI. Set 

$' _ VI' a M* r.;C(pNy) _ C(RMy) 
u - + + v u../2 2../2' 

$" = VI" + aM _ y'UC(pN y) _ c(RM y) 
u ../2 2../2 

(3.25) 

Equivalently, using (1.15) and (1.17), we have 
, ~ I' -M* r-:;;.* . !:9u =V +0 -V-UZpN y +ZRMy/2' 
" ~I" -M . .* !:9u = V + 0 + V::::UZp N y - ZRMy/2. 

(3.26) 

Proposition 3.9. The following identities hold: 
, " !:9u = tBu +!:9u ' 

(3.27) $'2 = O· 118"2 = 0 
u ' u ' 
2 1'72J' " !:9u = [.::-eu ' !:9u ] . 

Proof. In view of the considerations in §3(b), (3.27) follows from [BGS2, The-
orem 2.6]. More directly, observe that by Proposition 3.3 

(3.28) 
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Also, by Proposition 3.3 

(3.29) [~1, aM] = 0; 

Moreover the map y E M - pN Y = j(y) EN is holomorphic and so 
-- I" . (3.30) [V ,lpNy ] = O. 

Taking adjoints in (3.30), we also get 

(3.31) 

By Bianchi's identities, we find that 
-1 . 

(3.32) [V ,IRMy]=O, 

Finally since i~My (resp. iRMy) is a holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) 
function of y, we get 

(3.33) 
(7'iM ,-;:; . .* )2 0 u +V-UlpNy-1RMY/2 = , 

(7'iM* . ,-;:;.* . )2 0 u -V-UlpNy +IRMY/2 = . 

(3.27) now follows from (3.28)-(3.33). 0 

Remember that A E AI(T;B)®EndM was defined in (2.14). In particular, 
for U E TRB, A( U) exchanges L and N. Let 1;, ... ,hk be a real base of 
TRB, and let l , ... ,lk be the corresponding dual base of T;B. Set 

2k 

(3.34) C(JApLY) = - 2:/c(JA(fj)pLy) E (A(T;B)®EndA(N*)/ven. 
I 

Our choice of signs in (3.34) takes into account the fact that c should be thought 
of as an odd operator. 

Let e l , ••• ,e2m be an orthonormal base of MR as in Theorem 3.6. The 
operator S E Endeven(A(N*)®A(N*)) can be defined as in (1.22). It obviously 
extends into an even operator acting on 

A(M*)®A(N*) = A(L*)®(A(N*)®A(N*)). 

From (1.23), we deduce in particular that 

(3.35) A~ N • N S = -2-~ c(P e)c(JP e). 
I 

Theorem 3.10. For any U 2: 0, the following identity holds: 

,q2 = _! ~ (V. !(RMy .})2 ulpNYl2 
u 2 ~ e, + 2 ' el + 2 

(3.36) I 

+VUS+ 7C(JAPLY)+~Tr[RM]+RN. 
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Proof. If m is a section of MR such that V M m = 0, then 

(3.37) V N pN m = _ApLm. 

Formula (3.36) now follows from Proposition 1.4, Theorem 3.6, and (3.37). 0 

(d) Bianchi's identities for the superconnection ggu. The split connection °VM 

= V L EI1 V N was defined in §2(b). DVM induces a connection on A(M*) = 
A(r)®A(N*). We still denote by DVM the connection DVM ® 1 + 1 ® V N on 
A(M*)®A(N*) . 

The connection DVM defines a complex horizontal subbundle ° TH M of 
TM. If U E TRB, let DUH be the lift of U in DT: M. 

Definition 3.11. If h is a smooth section of I and U E TRB, set 

(3.38) 

DVI is a connection on I. 
If U E TRB, then LA(U)Y is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector 

field A(U)Y. LA(U)Y acts on smooth sections of A(M*) and also as a standard 
derivation on smooth sections of A(N*). So LA(U)Y acts naturally on I. 

-L -N - -L* -N* Let {) and {) be the {) operators on L Rand N R ' and let {) and {) 
be their formal ad joints. These operators act on I in the obvious way. In 
particular, 

(3.39) 

Set 

(3.40) 

Then 

(3.41 ) 

-M -L -N 
{) ={) +{) , 

We now prove remarkable commutation relations verified by the curvature 
ggu2 of ggu . 
Theorem 3.12. The following identities hold: 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 
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From (3.43) it is clear that if U E TRB, then 

(3.44) UH = DUH - A(U)Y. 

From (3.43) and (3.44), we deduce that 

(3.45) 

As pointed out after (3.38), LAY acts like a Lie derivative on the algebra 
A(M*) and like a standard derivation on A(N*). In particular A acts like 
A ® 1 on A(M*)@A(N*). Also, we have the trivial 

2 (3.46) [gu' gu] = O. 

Using (3.22), (3.40), and (3.45), we rewrite (3.46) in the form 

[DV1 _ V AY + DN + VUV(pN Y) _ C(P;~ Y) ,g:] 

+ [A +DL _ C(P~~Y), g:] = O. 
(3.47) 

Remember that A(M*)®A(N*) 2: A(L*)®A(N*)®A(N*). Formula (3.36) 
shows that g; preserves the partial grading in A(L *), or equivalently that 

(3.48) 2 L [gu ,N ] = o. 
On the other hand the operator 

(3.49) DVI _ V AY + DN + VUV(pN Y) _ C(PN~ Y) 
2 2 

also preserves the partial degree in A([*) while the operator 
L M 

A + DL _ c(P R Y) (3.50) 
2J2 

does not preserve this partial degree. It is in fact the sum of two pieces, one 
increasing the partial degree by one, and the other decreasing it by one. It 
immediately follows that each of the two terms in the left-hand side of (3.47) 
vanishes identically. Our theorem is proved. 0 

Remark 3.13. The third identity in (3.42) can be proved directly. In fact, an 
easy computation shows that 

(3.51) 
[DL _ c(PLRMY) ~ (V ~(RMy .})2] = 0 

2J2 ' ~ e, + 2 ' el ' 
1 

[A, S] + [DL, ~ C(JApLy)] = 0, 

from which the third line in (3.42) trivially follows. The second identity in 
(3.42) can also be proved along the same lines. 
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Definition 3.14. For x E B, let fx (resp. fx°) be the set of smooth (resp. 
square-integrable) sections of A(N;)x = (A(N*)®A(N*))x over the fiber 
MR,x· 

Clearly, f and fO are Z2 graded vector bundles on B, and moreover 

(3.52) 1= A(L*)®f, 

Definition 3.15. If h is a smooth section of f and U E TRB , set 

(3.53) 

Clearly, °Vf is a connection on f. Also by (3.53), f is embedded natu-
rally in I by the map f E f -+ 1 ® f E I. °VI preserves f and its restriction 
to f coincides with °Vf . 

Moreover, as is obvious from formula (3.36), fl#; can be considered as an 
even section of A(T;B)®Endf , which acts like 1®fl#u2 on 1= A(L*)®f. 

Theorem 3.16. The following identity holds: 

(3.54) [ovf - V Ay +DN + ..;uV(pNY) _ C(P~~Y) ,fl#:] = o. 
Proof. Taking into account the considerations after (3.53), (3.54) is an obvious 
consequence of Theorem 3.12. 0 

4. THE GENERALIZED SUPERTRACES 
OF THE SUPERCONNECTION HEAT KERNELS 

In this section, we construct the kernels p:,u,b(y, y') on the fibers MR x 

associated with the operators exp(-sfl#; +sbNH ). We prove that the fo~s 
Trs[psx,U,b(y, Y)] on B are invariant by translation by elements of L R • By 
integration on NR , we so define generalized supertraces Trs[exp( -fl#; + bNH )] 
which are smooth forms on B. 

We prove the key results that the forms Trs[exp( -fl#u2 )] are closed, and that 
their cohomology class does not depend on u > O. More precisely, we ob-
tain the double transgression formulas (0.4), which are the obvious analogue 
of [BGSl, Theorem 1.15; BGS2, Theorem 2.9] for generalized supertraces. We 
also prove that if RM and RN are the curvatures of the holomorphic Hermitian 
connections on M and N, then as u -+ 0 

2 Tr(-RM) 
Trs[exp( -fl#u )] = N + O(u). 

Tr( -R ) 
The proof of this result involves local index cancellations techniques. It will be 
reestablished in §7 by the explicit computation of the forms Trs[exp( -fl#:)] . 

This section is organized as follows. In (a), we construct the heat kernels 
psx,u,b(y, y'). In (b), we prove that these kernels decay fast enough at infinity 
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on NR . In (c), we prove the translation invariance of Trs[PsX,U,b(y, Y)]. In 
(d), we construct the generalized supertraces Trs[exp( -.98; + bNH )] , and in 
(e), we establish the double transgression formulas (0.4). In (f), we study the 
asymptotics of these forms on B as u - o. Finally in (g), we construct a 
modified version ~ of the superconnection .98u • 

Our assumptions and notations are the same as in §3. 

(a) The heat kernel associated with exp( -s.98; + sbN H). From now on, .98; 
will be considered as a section of (A(T;B)® Endfren . Also N H lies in 
(Endf)even. Therefore for b E <C, -.98u2 + bN H is a section of the bundle of 
algebras (A(T;B)® Endf)eVen . Recall that dv M is the volume element in the 
fibers MR. 

We now claim that there is an unambiguously defined heat equation semi-
group exp(-s.98; +sbNH) (s 2: 0). More precisely there is a uniquely defined 
smooth kernel ~,u,b(y, y') (s > 0, X E B, Y, Y' E MR x) such that if h 
is a smooth bounded section of (A(T;B)®A(N;))x' then ' 

2 f x,U,b , , dvM(Y') 
(4.1) exp(-s.98u + sbNH)h(Y) = JMR,x Ps (Y, Y )h(Y) (2n)m 

In fact, if B is reduced to one point and if tlMR is the standard Laplacian on 
MR ' then by (3.36) 

(4.2) 

Since tlMR = tlLR + tlNR , we find that, if B is reduced to a point, then 

(4.3) 2 __ tlLR ( _ tlNR ulpN YI 2 ) 
.98u - 2 + 2 + 2 +.;uS. 

Therefore .98; is the sum of half the standard Laplacian on L R and of the 
harmonic oscillator introduced in Proposition 1.4 on N R. The existence and 
uniqueness of the heat kernel ~,u, b is now standard. 

More generally, since the terms (RM Y ,ei ) and C(ApL Y) contain Grass-
mann variables in A(T;B) , Duhamel's formula can be used to construct the 
heat kernel psu,x,b(y, y') and prove its main properties. Also, we can use 
stochastic differential equations techniques to construct the semigroup 
exp(-s.98; + sbNH) and the kernel p:,u,b(y, Y'). This last method will 
be used in the following subsection to obtain rough estimates on the kernels 
psx,u,b(y, y'). 

(b) The decay at infinity on N R of ~,u, b (Y , Y'). As we shall see in a precise 
form in subsection (c), the kernel psx,u,b(y, Y') does not tend to 0 as IYI -
+00, or ly'l- +00. 
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Here we will show that if we restrict Y and Y' to vary in NR x' then 
p;,x, b (Y, Y') tends to 0 as I YI -+ +00, or I Y'I -+ +00. More precisely, we 
have the following result. 

Theorem 4.1. Let a, a', c E R such that 0 < a < a' < +00 and 0 < c < 1, 
and let kEN. There exist C, C' > 0 such that for any x E B, u E [a, a'], 
s E [c, 1], bEe, and Ibl :5 1, for any Y, Y' E NR x and any multi-indices 
a, a' such that lal :5 k, la'l:5 k, then ' 

I () Ial+la'i I 
(4.4) ,px,u,b(y, Y') :5 Cexp(_C'(IYI2 +ly'12»). 

()ya{)y,a s 

Proof. If B is reduced to a single point, (4.4) is a simple consequence of (4.3) 
and of the fact that if p;(x, x') (x, x' E R) is the heat kernel associated to the 
operator ~/2-ulxI2 /2 with respect to the measure dx' /V2ii, then by Mehler's 
formula [GU, Theorem 1.5.10] 
(4.5) 

p;(x, x') 

1 U I / 2S (_UI / 2 1/2 2'2 , ) - /;s . 1/2 exp . 1/2 [cosh(u s)(x + x ) - 2xx] . 
Y" smh(u s) 2smh(u s) 

Now let Ys (0:5 s < +00) be a standard Brownian motion in MR,x starting 
at Yo C MR x' let E be the corresponding expectation operator, and let Us be 
the solution' of the differential equation 

(4.6) 
dU [ yCT _ L --- ] d/ = Us -yUS - V2 yUc(JAP Ys) - RN + bNH ' 

U(O) = IAN" ® C· 
R,x R 

In (4.6), Us is an even element of A(T;B)® EndA«N;) ®R C)x. 
We claim that if h is a bounded smooth section of A(T;B)®(A(N;) ®R C 

on the fiber MR x' then 
(4.7) , 

2 
exp(-s~u +sbNH)h(Yo) 

= E [exp {~Ios (RM Y, dY) - ~ los IpN Y/ dt - ~STr[RM]} Ush(Ys)] , 

where, in (4.7), J; (RM Y , d Y) is a Stratonovitch stochastic integral [lkW, 
Chapter III; B6, §3] (which turns out to be an Ito stochastic integral since RM 
takes values in antisymmetric matrices). To prove (4.7), we first show that the 
right-hand side makes sense, i.e., the expression which appears under the ex-
pectation sign is integrable. In the sequel, the constants C may vary from line 
to line. Clearly, 

(4.8) IUsl:5 Cexp (C(1 + yU)s + C los IpL~1 dt) . 
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Also we can write the expansion 

{ I r M } 1 r (RM Y, dY) . (4.9) exp 210 (R Y,dY) = 1+ 210 1! +"', 

the key point being that the right-hand side of (4.9) contains only a finite number 
of terms. 

Now by [IMK, p. 27], for any C > 0 

(4.10) E [exp (c sup IPL~I)] < +00. 
099 

Also by [IMK, p. 27] and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities [DeM, p. 
304], the stochastic integral J~ (RM Y, dY) lies in nlsp<+oo Lp (with respect 
to the Brownian measure). Using (4.10) and HOlder's inequality, it is now clear 
that the expectation in the right-hand side of (4.7) makes sense. Once this is 
proved, equality (4.7) is now a standard consequence of formula (3.35) for ~u2 
and of Ito's formula, as used in [B8, Theorem 2.5]. 

Let Q~y,Y') be the probability law on ~([O, s]; MR,x) of the Brownian 
bridge ~ such that Yo = Y and ~ = Y' [Sil, p. 40]. Then by disintegration 
of equality (4.7) as in [B 1, Corollary of Theorem 4.2], we get 

(4.11) 
px,u,b(y Y') = exp(-IY - Y'1 2 j2s) 
s' sm 

ct [ {I r M UrN 2 s M}] x E (y.yl) exp 210 {R Y, dY} - 2" 10 IP ~I dt - 2 Tr[R ] Us . 

Using (4.8), (4.11), and Holder's inequality we find that 
(4.12) 

1P;,u,b(y, y')1 ~ exp(-IY -: Y'12 j2s) 
S 

x C{ EQ;y.yl) [lIexp {~fos (RM Y, dY) }lrJ 
x E%·yl) [exp { - 3; follpN~12 dt}] 

x E~y,Y') [exp {3C los IpL~1 dt}] r/3 exp(C(l + y'U)s). 

Let WI be a standard Brownian motion in MR,x such that Wo = O. Then 
by [Sil, p. 41], if ~ (0 ~ t ~ s) is the process 

( 4.13) Y = 1- - Y + -Y + W --w ( t) t, t 
ISS ISS' 
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then the probability law of the process :r; (0 ~ t ~ s) is exactly Qty, n . If E 
now denotes expectation with respect to w, we deduce from (4.13) that 

E~Y' Y') [/lexp {~ los (RM Y , d Y) } /13] 

(4.14) =E[/lexp{~foS \RM((I-~)Y+~Y'+Wt-~Ws)' 

(y' _ Y _ ws ) ~t + dW) } 11
3

] • 

We now expand the exponential appearing in the right-hand side of (4.14) in 
a finite power series as in (4.9). To dominate (4.14), we only need to bound a 
finite number of integrals 1% (with 1 ~ p < +00) given by 

(4.15) 1:=£[llfoS \RM((I-~)Y+~Y'+Wt-~Ws) , 

(y' - Y -Ws)~t +dwt)ln . 

Note that in the stochastic integral f~ (RM ( ... ), dwt ) , the term Ws can be 
factored out, so that the integral can be expressed by means of classical, i.e., 
nonanticipating, stochastic integrals [IkW, Chapters II and III]. 

We can then use the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy martingale inequalities [DeM, 
p. 304] and we easily obtain the bound 

(4.16) 11:1 ~ C(l + IYI 2p + IY'12p) , s ~ 1. 
From (4.15) and (4.16) we deduce that there exist C > 0 and q E N such 

that if s ~ 1 

( 4.17) 

Also if Y, y' E NR , under Qty, y')' pLy is a standard Brownian bridge in 
LR such that pLyo = pLys = O. Therefore by [IMK, p. 27] there exists M> 0 
such that if Y E NR,x and s E [0,1] 

(4.18) E~Y'Y') [exp (3C fos,pL:r;,dt)] ~M. 
By (4.5) and (4.11), we know that if Y, y' E NR x' then 

(4.19) , 

Eo;y,y') [exp{-~U fos,pNY/dt}] 
( (3U)I/2S )n 

= sinh(3u)I/2s 

{IY - Y'12 (3U)I/2 1/2 2 ,2 , } 
x exp 2 -. 1/2 [cosh((3u) s)(IYI +IY I )-2(Y, Y)] . 

s 2smh((3u) s) 
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From (4.19), we deduce that there are C, C' > 0 such that if u, s, Y ,and y' 
are chosen as indicated in the statement of our theorem, then 

(4.20) 
exp ( - IY ;sY'12) {E~y,YI) exp (-~u los IpNYI2 dt) f/3 

::; C exp( -C' (I YI2 + I Y'12» . 

When 0:,0:' = 0, the bound (4.4) now follows from (4.12), (4.17), (4.18), and 
(4.20). For general 0:, 0:' one can easily use the Malliavin calculus [Ma, B7], 
to obtain the bound (4.4). This is especially easy here, since we work only with 
the flat Brownian motion. Details are left to the reader. 0 

Another method of proof of Theorem 4.1 is to start from Mehler's formula 
(4.5) and to use Duhamel's formula to estimate the kernel P:' u, b and its deriva-
tives. 

(c) Translation invariance of the supertrace of the heat kernel. For any Y E M R x 
and s > 0, ' 

p;,u,b(y, Y) E (A(T;B)®End(A(N;))):ven. 

Therefore, if we use the conventions in Quillen [Ql], the supertrace 
Trs[Psx,u,b(y, Y)] lies in (Aeven(T;B»x' If Yo E LR,x' we define c(AYo) 
as in (3.34). 

We now prove a key translation invariance property of Trs[Psx,U,b(y, Y)]. 

Theorem 4.2. For any u > 0, s > 0, x E B, bEe, Y, y' E MR x' and 
Yo E LR,x' we have ' 

M 
px, u, b( Y + y; y' + y; ) = e p (_ c(AYo) _ (R Yo' Y)) 

s 0' 0 x v'2 2 ' 
( M , 

psX'U,b(Y'Y')exp(C(~o)+ R 1'Y)). 
(4.21 ) 

Inparticular,forany u>O, s>O, xEB, bEe, YEMR,x,and YoELR,x 

Trs[Psx,u,b(y, Y)] = Trs[Psx,u,b(y + Yo' Y + Yo)], 

Trs[NHP; ,u,b(y, Y)] = TrslNHPsx,u,b(y + Yo' Y + Yo)]' 
( 4.22) 

Proof. As is obvious from Theorem 3.10, the operator !!8u2 is not invariant 
under translations by elements of L R . So (4.21) is a nontrivial statement. 

Let e, ' ... ,e2m be an orthonormal base of MR such that e, ' ... ,e2n is an 
orthonormal base of NR and e2n+" ... ,e2m is an orthonormal base of L R . 
We also take 1; , ... ,i;k and f' , ... ,f2k as in (3.34). Then 

2k 

(4.23) c(AYo) = - L/c(A(.Ij)Yo)· 
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Clearly, 
(4.24) 

JEAN-MICHEL BISMUT 

[c(AYo) ' c(e)] = O. 
Using formula (3.35) for S, we deduce from (4.24) that since AYo takes values 
in NR 
( 4.25) [c(AYo) , S] = -v'-lc(JAYo) . 

From (4.24) and (4.25), we get 
(4.26) [c(AYo) , [c(AYo), S]] = O. 

Using (4.25) and (4.26), we find that 

(4.27) ( -C(AYo») S (C(AYo») S r1c(JAYo) exp v'2 exp v'2 = + v -I v'2 . 
Also 

M M 
( (R YO' Y}) ( 1 M ) ( (R YO' Y}) exp - 2 "'lei +2"(R Y,e i ) exp 2 

(4.28) 
1 M = "'lei + 2"(R (Y + Yo)' e). 

Let T y. be the map 
o 

( 4.29) 
Set 

2 2 
(4.30) guo Yo = TYogu T_yo' 

Using Theorem 3.10, (4.27) and (4.28), we get 
M 

g2 -bN = (_ c(AYo) _ (R Yo, Y})(!B2- bN ) 
u, Yo H exp v'2 2 u H 

( C(AYo) (RM YO' Y}) 
x exp v'2 + 2 . 

(4.31 ) 

From (4.31), we immediately deduce (4.21). By [QI], supertraces vanish on 
supercommutators. (4.22) then follows from (4.21). 0 

Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.2 exactly says that the function 
Y E MR,x __ Trs[Psx,u,b(y, Y)] E Aeven(T;B)x 

factors through the normal bundle NR , i.e., Trs[PsX,U,b(y, Y)] depends only 
on j(Y) E NR x' 

(d) A generalized supertrace. For s > 0, the operators exp(-sg; + sbNH) 
and NHexp(-sg; + sbNH) are in general not trace class. This is made es-
pecially obvious by Theorem 4.2, which indicates that Trs[PsX,U,b(y, Y)] and 
Trs[NHp:,u.b(y, Y)] are invariant by translations in L R . 

Still, using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we can define generalized supertraces of 
exp(-sg; +sbNH) and NHexp(-sgu2 +sbNH). 
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Definition 4.4. For s > 0, U > 0, and bEe we define the generalized super-
traces Trs[exp(-s~u2 +sbNH)] and Trs[NHexp(-s~u2 +sbNH)] by the formu-
las 

2 1 x,u,b dvN(Y) Trs[exp( -s~u + sbNH)] = Trs[Ps (Y, Y)] (2n)n , 
NR,x 

2 1 nX,u,b dvN(Y) Trs[NH exp(-s~u + sbNH)] = Trs[NHrs (Y, Y)] (2nt . 
NR,x 

(4.32) 

Trs[exp(-s~u2 +sbNH)] and Trs[NHexp(-s~: +sbNH)] are smooth sec-
tions of Aeven(T;B). 

In the sequel, we use the notation 

(4.33) Psx,u(y, y') = Psx,u,o(y, y'). 

Also, using the bounds (4.4), one easily verifies that ~,u,b(y, y') 
smoothly on bEe. Set 

depends 

[OPX'U,b ] 
Q;'u(y, y') = Db (Y, y') . 

b=O 
(4.34) 

By using bounds similar to (4.4), one easily verifies that the 
Trs[exp( -s~; + sbNH)] depends holomorphically on bEe, and that 

o 2 
ob {Trs[exp( -s~u + sbNH)]h=o 

f x ,u dvN(Y) 
= J NR,x Trs[Qs (Y, Y)] (2nt 

( 4.35) 

form 

(e) A double transgression formula for generalized supertraces. We establish here 
a double transgression formula which can be considered as an analogue for gen-
eralized supertraces of formulas in [BGS 1, Theorem 1.15 and BGS2, Theorem 
2.9], which were established for genuine finite- or infinite-dimensional super-
traces. 

Definition 4.5. pH denotes the vector space of smooth differential forms on B 
which are sums of forms of type (p, p). pH, ° is the subset of (j) E pH such 
that there exist smooth forms 0, P for which (j) = 00 + 7f P . 
Theorem 4.6. For any bEe and u>O, the/orms Trs[exp(-~:+bNH)] and 
Trs[NHexp(-~;+bNH)] lie in pH. The/orms Trs[exp(-~:)] areclosedand 
their cohomology class does not depend on u > O. More precisely, 

(4.36) 

Finally, 

(4.37) 
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Proof. To prove that the forms 
2 2 

Trs[exp(-~u +bNH)] and Trs[NHexp(-~u +bNH)] 

lie in pB, we proceed as in [BGSI, Theorem 1.9]. Remember that we grade 
the algebra A(N;) ®R C = A(N*)®A(N*) by the operator Nv - NH . Clearly, 

Ci"Ic(JApLy)_ Ci"I(' -'* ) 
V-I ..J2 - V-I lAPLy lApLy ' 

. 
As an element of A 1(T;B)®Hom(L, N), A is of complex type (1,0). So 

iApLy E A 1(T;B)®End(A(N;) ®R C) is of complex type (1,0) and decreases 
the total degree in A(N;) ®R C by one. Similarly i:pLy is a one-form of type 
(0, 1) and increases the total degree in A(N;) ®R C by one. Also in formula 
(3.36) for ~;, the terms other than (Hvuj..J2)C(JApLy) are products 
of zero or (1, 1) forms with operators which preserve the total grading in 
A(N;) ®R C. By proceeding as in [BGSI, Proposition 1.8 and Theorem 1.9], 
it is now clear that Trs[PsX,U,b(y, Y)) and Trs[NH~,U,b(y, Y)) are sums of 
forms of complex type (p, p). Therefore the forms Trs[exp(-~u2 +bNH)] and 
Trs[NHexp(-~; + bNH)] lie in pB. 

We now prove that the forms Trs[exp( -~;)) are closed. First, let us point 
out that Quillen's superconnection formalism [QI] cannot be used (even in 
an infinite-dimensional context) as in [BI, Theorems 2.6 and 3.6], since the 
forms Trs[exp( _~u2)) are only generalized supertraces. Still, we will mimick 
the strategy in [BI, Theorem 2.6]. 

Take x E B, and let r be an open neighborhood of x E B, which is 
holomorphically equivalent to an open ball in Ck , with 0 representing x. In 
particular, the exterior algebra A(T;B) is canonically trivialized on r. Let 
IE R -+ Xl E Ck be a straight line, with Xo = x. We trivialize the vector bundle 
M along the line Xl by parallel transport with respect to the connection °VM , 

so that Mx is identified with Mx' Note that this trivialization preserves the 
/ 

splitting M = L$N. Similarly we trivialize the vector bundle f along the line 
Xl using the connection o~7' , so that fx is identified with fx . The operators 

/ 
~2 d (r7JJ 2 b .. A( *)~ 17" even .::AiJu,x/ an exp -.::AiJu,x/ + NH ) now he In ( TRB ® End."..)x and so act on 
the fixed vector space fx . 

We will evaluate the kernels P;/' u with respect to the volume element 
dVM j(2n)m in the fiber Mx' By using Duhamel's formula as in [BI, Proposi-
tion x2.8], we find easily that 

~px/,u(Y Y) = _ t d r pX/,u(y Y') 
8/ s ' io S i ~ s ' , o MRx 

8~2 , 
_.,...u::-'x~/ px/,u(Y' y)dvM(Y) 

8/ l-s ' (2n)m' 

(4.38) 
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The rigorous derivation of (4.38) requires estimates on Psu,xt and on its deriva-
tives which say that for any given M, 0 < M < +00 , 

(4.39) 

IYI S M or Iy'l S M, 

which easily follows from (4.12), (4.17), and (4.18) when 0:,0:' = 0, and from 
the Malliavin calculus [Ma, B7] for general 0:, 0:' • Estimate (4.39) is needed to 
make sense of the integration in (4.38) on the noncompact fiber MR,x' 

Using (4.38) and the essential fact that the connection 0V'M preserves the 
splitting M = L EB N, we deduce that 
( 4.40) 

2 d Trs[exp( -~u)] 
t [ x,u' 0-,7 2 x,u, dvM(Y')dvN(Y) = - 10 ds 1M xN Trs{Ps (Y, Y)[ V' ,~u ]P1- s (Y ,Y)} (2n)m (2n)n' 

Rx Rx 

By Theorem 3.16, we know that 

Remember that ApLy is a one-form with values in NR • The operator ~ 
given by 

(4.42) 
N M 

~ = V' ApLy - DN _ VUV(pNy) + c(P ~ Y) 
2 2 

is an operator of order one, which involves only differentiation in the directions 
of NR x' By proceeding as in [Bl, Proposition 2.8], while making the obvious 
changes, we find that 
(4.43) 

[2' px,u](Y Y) = _ [I d [ px,u(Y Y')[2' gg2]px,u(y, y)dvM(Y') 
u' 1 ' 10 S 1A S ' u' u I-s ' (2n)m' o MRx 

Let K(Y, Y') (Y, Y' E NR x) be any smooth kernel on NR x' with 
K(Y, Y') E A(T;B)®End(A(N;) ®R q, which has compact support, i.e., it 
vanishes for IYI + Iy'l large enough. Let N PSX,U(Y, Y') (Y, y' E NR,x) be 
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the restriction of the kernel ~,U (Y, y') to N R x' Then 
(4.44) , 
r T {(Npx,uK _KNpx,u)(y y)}dvN(Y) 

lNR rs 1 I' (21£t 
x 

= r Tr {px,u(Y Y')K(Y' Y) _ K(Y y')px,u(Y' y)}dvN(Y) dvN(Y') 1 ~ s I' , 'I' (2)n (2)n NRx XNRx 1£ 1£ 

r x,u" dvN(Y) dvN(Y') 
=IN xN Trs{[PI (Y,Y),K(Y,Y)]} (21£t (2n)n 

Rx Rx 

By [Q 1], we know that 

(4.45) Trs{[P;'u(y, y'), K(Y', Y)]} = O. 

From (4.44) and (4.45), we get 

(4.46) r Tr {[Npx,u K](Y y)}dvN(Y) = 0 1 NR S I' , (21£t . 
x 

Since the vector field ApL Y is divergence free, one verifies that for any Y E 
NR x' [~, p(,U](Y, Y) = [~, N pt,u](y, Y). By approximating the oper-
ato~ ~ by smooth kernels K on NR x and taking into account the uniform 
bounds (4.4), we deduce from (4.46) that 

(4.47) 

ApN Y is a one-form on B with values in L R . By Theorem 4.2, we know 
that Trs[Pt'U(y, Y)] is invariant under translations by elements of L R • Also, 
it is clear that since ApN Y is a one-form taking values in the set of divergence 
free vector fields on M R ' then 
(4.48) 

VApNy Trs[P;'u(y, Y)] 

- 10 1 1 X,U, 2 x,u' dvM(Y') -- ds Trs{Ps (Y,Y)[VAPNY"~u]Pl_S(Y'Y)} m' 
o MRx (2n) 

Therefore both sides of (4.48) vanish identically. Using this fact together with 
(4.40), (4.41), and (4.47), we get 

(4.49) 

We now replace the manifold B by the manifold B x R: . The vector bundles 
L, M , and N lift trivially to B x R:. The superconnection ~u is replaced 
by ~~ given by 

(4.50) 
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Clearly, 

(4.51 ) 

Although B x R: is not a complex manifold, we can easily reproduce what has 
been done in (4.38)-(4.49) for the manifold B . In particular, the form Wu on 
B x R: given by 

(4.52) 

is closed. Wu can be written in the form 

(4.53) 

Since Wu is closed, we deduce from (4.53) that 

a 2 
(4.54) au Trs[exp(-91u)] = dau ' 

From (4.54), we find that the cohomology class of the forms Trs[exp( -91;)] 
does not depend on u > O. The form au can be calculated using Duhamel's 
formula. We get 
(4.55) 

(I ( [ x.u , a91u nX.u' ] dvM(Y') dvN(Y) 
au = - 1o ds 1M xN Trs Ps (Y, Y )7.jUrl _ s (Y ,Y) (21l')m (21l')n' 

Rx Rx 

dvM(Y') dvN(Y) 
(21l')m (21l't· 

We now prove (4.36). By proceeding as in (4.40), we find that 
2 dTrs[exp(-91u + bNH )] 

= _ (I d ( T [px.u.b(y y,)[oVf !$2]px.u.b(y' Y)] 
(4.57) 10 s lArs s ' 'u I-s ' ° MRxxNRx 

dvM(Y') dvN(Y) 
(21l')m (21l't· 

We rewrite (4.41) in the form 

[OVf 91 2] = [v _ DN _ y'UV(pN Y) + C(pN RM Y) !$2 _ bN ] 
(4.58) 'u AY U 2V2 'u H 

- by'U[V(pN y), NH ]. 
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By using the same arguments as in (4-41 )-( 4-49), we then deduce from (4-57) 
and (4.58) that 

(4.59) 
2 

dTrs[exp(-$u + bNH)] 

= 11 ds 1 Trs[psx,u,b(y, Y')bv'u[V(pNy') , NH]P:~:,b(y', Y)] 
o MRxxNRx 

dvM(Y') dvN(Y) 
(2n)m (2nt· 

Clearly, 

( 4.60) 

Using (4.59) and (4.60), we get 

8 2 
d 8b {Trs[exp(-$u + bNH)]h=o 

= 11 ds 1 TrAP;'U(Y, Y')FuUpNy ' + i;Ny')P:~:(Y', Y)] 
o MRxXNRx 

dvM(Y') dvN(Y) 
(2n)m (2nt· 

By using the same arguments as in [BGSI, Theorem 1.9] (which we already 
used at the beginning of our proof), we can decompose (4.61) by complex type. 
We get 
(4.62) 

8 2 
8 8b {Trs[exp( -$u + bN H )]h=o 

_ r:; t r x,u' r1.. x,u, dvM(Y') dvN(Y) 
- vu10 dS 1M xN Trs[Ps (Y,Y)V-IlpNy 'P1,s(Y'Y)] (2n)m (2n)n' 

Rx Rx 

- 8 2 
8 8b {Trs[exp(-$u + bNH)]h=o 

r:; t r x,u, r1. x,u, dvM(Y') dvN(Y) 
= v u 10 ds J M xN Trs[Ps (Y, Y )v -llpNy'P1_s (Y ,Y)] (2n)m (2nt· 

Rx Rx 

From (4.56) and (4.62), we get 

(4.63) 1 - 8 2 
O:u = 2u (8 - 8) 8b {Trs[exp( -$u + bN H)]}b=O' 

From (4.54) and (4.63), we deduce (4.36). 
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We now prove (4.37). By proceeding as in (4.38), we get 
(4.64) 

fJ 2 
fJb Trs[exp( -!!Bu + bNH)]b=O 

_ t ( X,U I X,U I dVM(yl) dvN(y) - Jo ds J M xN Trs[Ps (Y, Y )NHPI _ s (Y , Y)] (21l)m (21l)n· 
Rx Rx 

f I I IL IN· IL IN . lYE MR,x' set Y = Y + Y With Y E LR,x and Y E NR,x' Usmg 
equation (4.21) and the fact that supertraces vanish on supercommutators, we 
find that if Y E NR,x and y' E MR,x' then 

T [px,u(Y Y')N px,u(Y' Y)] rs s ' H I-s ' (4.65) 
= T [N px,u(ylN Y _ yIL)pX,u(y _ y'L yIN)] rs H I-s' s ,. 

From (4.64) and (4.65), we get 
(4.66) 

fJ 2 
fJb {Trs[exp( -!!Bu + bNH)]h=o 

_ t ( x,u, X,U, dVM(yl) dvN(y) - Jo ds J M xN Trs[N HPs (Y, Y )PI - s (Y , Y)] (21l)m (21l)n· 
Rx Rx 

Also since p:,U(Y, y') is a semigroup, we know that for 0 < s ::; 1 and 
Y E NR,x 

px,U(Y Y) = t d ( px,u(Y y')pX,U(y' y)dVM(yl) 
I ' Jo S JM s ' I-s ' (21l)m· 

Rx 

(4.67) 

(4.37) follows from (4.66) and (4.67). 0 

Remark 4.7. In Theorem 4.6, we can replace NH by NH + cI (c E q. This 
can be directly seen in formula (4.36), since the forms Trs[exp(-!!Bu2 )] are 
closed. Also observe that identity (4.37) is trivial for usual (i.e., nongeneralized) 
supertraces. Finally note that (4.54) and (4.56) also make sense when B is a 
COO noncomplex manifold. In the sequel, we will not keep track of the form 
Q u ' As will be clear from Theorem 8.5, integration of equation (4.54) in the 
variable u produces only standard Chern-Simons characteristic classes on B. 
In this respect equation (4.36) is much more interesting. 
(f) The asyrnptotics of the generalized supertrace as u -+ o. Let W u (b) be a 
family of smooth forms on B which depend smoothly on bEe. We will write 
that as u -+ 0, wu(b) = wo(b) + O(u) if for any kEN, the sup of the norm 
of the derivatives of order::; k of wu(b) - wo(b) on B x {b E C; Ibl ::; I} can 
be dominated by Cku for u ::; 1. 

Recall that the Todd polynomial Td is an ad-invariant power series defined 
on (p, p) complex matrices such that if C has diagonal entries XI' ••• , xp , 
then 

( 4.68) 
p X 

Td( C) = IT i _ . 
1 - e Xi 

1 
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Let (Td- I )' (C) be the ad-invariant power series defined by 

-I , a -I b (4.69) (Td )(C)=ab[Td (C+ I)]b=O' 

If C has diagonal entries XI' ..• , xp, then 

a [P 1 -(X;+b)] 
(4.70) (Td- I )' (C) = - IT - e . 

ab I Xi + b b=O 

The power series (Td- I )' was introduced in [B5, Definition 4.2]. 
We study here the asymptotics of the form Trs[exp(-gu2 +bNH )] as u ....... O. 

Note that the result which follows will be reobtained in Remark 7.4. Let IN be 
the identity on N. 

Theorem 4.8. For any bEe, as u ....... 0 

(4.71 ) 
M 

2 Td(-R ) 
Trslexp(-gu +bNH )] = N +O(u). 

Td(-R - bIN) 

In particular, as u ....... 0 

2 Td(-RM) 
Trs[exp( -~u )] = N + O(u) , 

(4.72) Td(-R ) 
a 2 M -I , N 

ab{TrsIexp(-gu +bNH)]}b=o=-Td(-R )(Td )(-R )+O(u). 

Proof. Clearly, by (4.32), we have 

2 ( Trs[Psx.u,b(Yj.jU, Y.jU)] 
(4.73) Trs[exp( -~u + bN H)] = J N (2nu)n dvN(Y) . 

Rx 

Recall that n is the projection N ....... B. From (2.2), we easily deduce that 
TH N ~ 1r: T B as smooth vector bundles on N. From (2.1), we then find that 

(4.74) A(T;N) = A(T;B)®A(N;). 

The grading of A(N;) defines a partial grading on A(T;N). If WE A(T;N) , 
we denote by wmax the component of w which has top partial degree dim NR = 
2n. Of course if w is a smooth section of A(T;N) with compact support, then 

(4.75) 1 1 max w- W 
NR - NR • 

The key step in our proof of Theorem 4.8 is as follows. 

Theorem 4.9. For any Y E NR 
(4.76) 

~m (2~ut Trs [p;,U,b (5u, 5u)] dvN(Y) 

= Td(-RM) (~~) n Trs [exp ( _ ('IN + ptj;)) 2 + bNH) ] max 
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There exist c, C > 0, such that for 0 < u::; 1, Ibl::; 1 and Y E NR 

(4.77) (2!urITrs [~'U,b (5u, 5u)]1 ::;cexp(-CjYI2). 

Proof· We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Set Q = Qio,o). Let 
o 
Y t be a process whose probability law is Q. By [Si1, p. 41], the law of the 

o . , 
process Y; = Y /.jU + Y t IS exactly Q(y/vu, Y/vu) . 

Let ~ be the solution of the differential equation 

dV [ P. L O 1 M N ] -dt = V -.;uS - "'2 .;uc(JAP Y) - -2 Tr[R ] - R + bNH ' 
(4.78) v ~ 

By (4.11), we know that 
(4.79) 

(2!uf Trs [p;,U,b (5u, 5u)] 
_ Q[ {I r' M O 0 1 r' N° 2 }Trs[V;]] - E exp 2. io (R Y, dY) - 2. io IY +.;up Ytl dt (21lut . 

Now remember that by §l(b), A(N*) is a C(NR) Clifford module. More 
precisely, let (det N) '/2 be a locally defined holomorphic square root of the 
line bundle det N. Then if 

F = A(N*) 0 (detN)-'/2 
by [H, Theorem 2.2], F is the Hermitian vector bundle of NR spinors. Also if 

F+ = Aeven(N*) 0 (detN)-'/2, F_ = AOdd(N*) 0 (detN)-'/2, 

then F = F+ E9 F_ and F+ and F_ are the vector bundles of positive and 
negative NR spinors. Let e" ... , e2n be an orthonormal oriented base of 
NR . By [AB, p. 484], c(e,)··· c(e2n ) is the only monomial in c(NR) whose 
supertrace evaluated on F = F+ E9 F _ is nonzero, and moreover 

(4.80) Trs[c(e,)· 0 oc(e2n )] = (_2i)n. 
Recall formula (3.35) for S: 

p2n 
S = -2- L c(e)c(Jei ) 0 , 

Note that in equation (4.78) for V, -.JUS is the only term where Clifford 
variables of the type c(e) appear (it is very important here to distinguish c(ei ) 

from c(e)); all other terms act on A(N*) 0 Besides, in -.jUS, the Clifford 
variables c(ei ) have exactly the weight .jU 0 

Let dy', ... , din be the base of N; which is dual to e" ... , e2n 0 If 
17 E A(N;) , we define 170 E C by 

d ' d2n max '10 y 1\ 0 0 0 1\ Y = 17 0 
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By using Duhamel's formula, we can then expand ~ into powers of y'U. By 
( 4.80), and by proceeding as in [B 1, Theorem 4.12], we find easily that as u -+ 0 
(4.81 ) 

Tr [~] . n{ AN· [ ( A ~ i. N )]} ~n -+(-21) Trs exp --2-"T dyc(Je)-R +bNH 0 

x exp ( -~ Tr[RM]) . 

The same argument shows that there exist c, C > 0 such that for 0 < u :::; 1 

(4.82) ITr~~dl :::;cexp{c follPLYtldt} 
(we can in fact replace (4.82) by a sharper inequality since ApLy contains 
Grassmann variables in A(T;B)). 

The bounds (4.17), (4.18), and (4.82) show that we can now use dominated 
convergence in the expectation in the right-hand side of (4.79). We find from 
(4.79) and (4.81) that 
(4.83) 

1~Fo(2:U)n Trs [p~'U.b (Ju, Ju)] dvM(Y) 

= EQ[ { exp~ 10 1 (RMy, dY) - ~ Tr[RM]}] 

( 2·)n .[ (- A 2n IYI2 )]max X ~7/ Tr~N exp _RN_ ~ ~dlc(Je)-2+bNH 

Let A be the complex Hirzebruch polynomial. Namely, A is the ad-invariant 
polynomial which is such that if the (n, n) matrix C has diagonal elements 
XI ' ••• , xn ' then 

(4.84) ~ rrn x./2 
A(C) = sinh(x./2) . 

I I 

Then by a formula of P. Levy [Le; B8, Theorem 3.17], we know that 

Q [ {I fl MOO}] ~ M E exp 2. 10 (R Y, dY) = A(R ). 
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On the other hand, since C'ilN)2 = iN, we have 

(4.87) ("N + n C(Jy))2 = iN + n"NC(JY) + IYI 2. 
,j2 .j2 2 

Now it is clear that 
2n 

(4.88) "N c(JY) = E dyi c(Je) . 

From (4.83)-(4.88), we get (4.76). 
We now prove (4.77). Using (4.79) and (4.82), we obtain 

(4.89) 

(2!ufITrs [p;,U,b (Ju, Ju)]1 
$ EQ[II exp {~fol (RMy, dy}}/1 

xexp { _~foIIY+vupNY/dt}exp{c foIIPL~ldt}]. 
By Holder's inequality, (4.17), and (4.18), we find that 

(2!U) n ITrs [p;,U,b (Ju, Ju)] I 
$ C[EQ( exp { - ~ follY + vupNy/ dt}) f/3(1 + IYl q ). 

(4.90) 

Using (4.19), we get 

EQ[ exp { - ~ follY + vupN~012 dt}] 

(4.91) = EQ(YIv'U,YIv'U) [exp { -~U follpNY/dt}] 

= ( (3U)I/2 )n exp { _(3U)I/2 (cosh«3u)I/2) - 1) IYI2}. 
sinh«3u)I/2) sinh((3u)I/2) u 

From (4.90) and (4.91), it is now clear that (4.77) holds. 0 

Proof of Theorem 4.8 (continued). By using formula (4.23) in [B5], derived 
from Mathai-Quillen [MQ, Theorem 4.5], we know that 
(4.92) 

(_i)n r [ ( (N AC(Jy))2 )] -I N 2n JNTrs exp - ,,+ .j2 +bNH =Td (-R -bIN)· 

Using Theorem 4.9 and (4.92), we get 

(4.93) 
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The proof that the sup of the norm of the derivatives of order :$ k of the 
form 

2 Td(-RM) 
Trs[exp(-~u + bNH )] - N 

Td(-R -bIN) 
(4.94) 

can be dominated by Cu as u -+ 0 requires more work which can be easily 
done. In particular, instead of (4.83), we now must obtain an asymptotic ex-
pansion of the left-hand side of (4.83), by using essentially the same techniques 
as before. This is left to the reader. So (4.71) is proved. By differentiating 
with respect to b at b = 0 (this is possible by using, say, analyticity in the 
variable b), we obtain the second line in (4.72). The proof of Theorem 4.8 is 
complete. 0 

Remark 4.10. Although the cancellations which appear in the proof of Theorem 
4.9 are closely related to similar cancellations which appear in the proof of the 
local index theorem [BeY, B8, Gel, the situation considered here is essentially 
different from [BeY, B8, Gel. In particular, the fact that the total space of N 
scales adequately plays an essential role in the proof of (4.71). 
Remark 4.11. Let <f> be the linear map from Aeven(T;B) into itself which 
sends a E A2P(T;B) into (2ni)-Pa . It is tempting to consider the forms 
<f>(Trs[exp( -~;)]) as generalized Chern character forms ch(DM +v'uV(pN Y» 
of the family DM + v'uV(pN Y). In fact they are obtained as generalized super-
traces on an adequate von Neumann algebra. The construction of these forms 
generalizes the constructions of [Bll. 

If N = {O}, then ~u does not depend on u. From (4.60), we find that if 
N = {O}, then 

(4.95) 2 -R ( L) <f>(Trs[exp( -B8u )]) = Td 2n . 

Equivalently, if N = {O}, <f>(Trs[exp( -~;)]) = ch(DL ) , and so 

( 4.96) L -R ( L) ch(D ) =Td 2n . 
If C; is a holomorphic vector bundle on B, the Atiyah-Singer-Riemann-Roch-
Hirzebruch formula for the Euler characteristic x(C;) of C; can then be written 
in the form 

(4.97) r TB x(C;) = J B ch(D ) ch(C;) . 

Of course the computations in the proof of Theorem 4.9 are intimately re-
lated with the final stage of the probabilistic proof of the Atiyah-Singer Index 
Theorem in [Bl, BS]. For essentially the same reasons, the Getzler operator 
(3.19) (with M = T B) also appears at the final stage of the proof of the Index 
Theorem in Getzler [Ge]. 

Formulas (4.95)-(4.97) may be the starting point of a Chern-Weil theory in 
K-homology. 
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(g) A modified version of the superconnection fBu. Here we introduce a new 
superconnection ~, which is essentially equivalent to the superconnection fBu ' 

and whose curvature ~2 is also very simple. Although ~ will not reappear in 
the sequel, some readers may find it more pleasant to use in the constructions 
which will follow. (The operator ~2 plays an important role in another proof 
of Theorem 7.7 given in [BL2, §14].) 

If Y E MR , we define e(ApLY) as in (4.23). Let e1 , ••• , e2m be an or-
thonormal base of MR' 

Theorem 4.12. Let ~ be the supereonneetion 

( (APLy)) (APLy)) (4.98) ~ = exp e V2 fBu exp - e V2 . 
Then 

(4.99) 
~2 = _! ~ (V' + !(RM _ pL A2 pL)y .) _ e(ApLe)) 2 

u 2 L.....t ej 2 ' el V2 
1 

UlpN yl 2 1 M ~ 
+ 2 + JUS + 2 Tr[R ] + RN . 

Proof. It is clear that ~ is a superconnection. Moreover, 

(4.100) =2 ( APLY))1'12I2 ( (APLy)) 
fO u = exp e V2 .:Jeu exp - e V2 . 

Now by proceeding as in (4.24)-(4.27), we find that 

(4.101) exp(e(A~Y)) (s+ ~C(JApLY))exp(-e(AhY)) =S. 

Also 
L L [e(AP Y), V' e] = -e(AP e), 

I 

[e(ApLY) , [e(ApLY) , V'ell = -[e(ApLy) , C(ApLei )] 
I 

2 L L = -2(A P Y, P ei ), 
(4.102) 

[c(ApLy) , (e(ApLy) , [C(ApL y ) , V'e)]] = O. 

From (4.102), we get 

exp (c(A~Y))V'e, exp (-c(AhY)) 

L _ V' _ (AP ei ) _ !(A2 pLy pL ) 
- ej C V2 2 ,ei . 

(4.103) 

Using (4.101)-(4.103) and formula (3.36) for fB; , we obtain (4.99). 0 
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5_ AN EXTENSION OF A FORMULA OF MATHAI-QUILLEN: 
THE TIME-DEPENDENT CASE 

In [MQ], Mathai and Quillen used superconnections to construct Gaussian 
shaped Thorn forms on finite-dimensional Euclidean vector bundles. As will be 
clear in §9, part of our work is related to the constructions of equivariant Thorn 
forms on certain infinite-dimensional equivariant vector bundles. 

In particular, in our computation of §7 of the forms Trs[exp( -spg; + bN H)] , 
we need a time-dependent version of a formula of Mathai-Quillen [MQ, (2.13)] 
for the supertrace of exp( 0:+ p) , where 0: is oflength two in the Clifford algebra 
c(E) of an even-dimensional Euclidean vector space E, and PEA I (F*)®c l (E) 
(where F is a finite-dimensional vector space). Here we extend their formula 
to the case where P is time dependent, and where exp(o: + P) is replaced by a 
path-ordered exponential. 

This section is self-contained. 
In fact, let E be a real oriented Euclidean vector space of even dimension 

2p. Let el , ••• ,e2p be an orthonormal oriented base of E. Let c(E) be the 
Clifford algebra of E. Then c(E) is naturally Z graded. If X E E, we note 
by c(X) the corresponding element in c(E). Set 

r = l c(e l )··· c(e2p )' 

Then r2 = 1. Let S be the Hermitian vector space of E spinors. Then c(E) 
acts on S. Set 

S± = (s E S; rs = ±s). 

Then S = S + E9 S _ and S + and S _ are the vector spaces of positive and 
negative spinors. 

Let :9' be the Lie algebra of real antisymmetric endomorphisms of E. If 
BE:9' ~R C, let c(B) E c2 (E) be given by 

(5.1) c(B) = I: ~(Bei' e)c(e)c(e). 

Then BE:9' ~R C -+ c(B) E c2(E) is a Lie algebra homomorphism [ABS]. 
End(S) is a Z2-graded algebra, with the even (resp. odd) elements of End(S) 

commuting (resp. anticommuting) with r. Also 

End(S) s:: c(E) , 

Let F be a finite-dimensional real vector space. The algebra A(F*) is nat-
urally Z2 graded. Our computations will now be done in the algebra 

A(F*)®EndS s:: A(F*)®c(E). 

EndS is naturally equipped with a supertrace Trs = Tr[r·]. As in Quillen 
[Ql], we extend Trs into a linear map from A(F*)® EndS into A(F*), with 
the convention that if WE A(F*) and A E EndS, then 

Trs[wA] = wTrs[A]. 
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Let 0.: t E [0, 1] -> 0t E AI(F*) ® E be a smooth map. Then if l, ... , 
.rimF is a base of F* , we can write 0t in the form 

dimF 

(5.2) 0t = L jOa,t 

with O~ E E and 1:S; a :s; dim F . Set 
dimF 

(5.3) c(Ot) = - L jc(Oa,t) E (A(F*)®c(E))even. 
I 

Note that our sign conventions.in (5.3) are the same as in (3.34). 
Now take B E Jl . Consider the differential equation 

dG 
(5.4) dt = G(c(B) + c(Ot))' G(O) = Is· 

In (5.4), Gt lies in (A(F*)®c(E))even. 
We will now give a formula for Trs[GI ]. In the case where 0t is constant, 

i.e., does not depend on t, such a formula was already given in Mathai-Quillen 
[MQ, (2.13)]. In fact if 0t = 0, then 

-I 
(5.5) Trs[exp(c(B) + c( 0))] = Trs[exp(c(B))] exp{ (B 0, O)}. 

To make sense of Mathai-Quillen's formula (5.5), we first assume that B is 
invertible. Then (B-IO, 0) E A2(F*). If B has diagonal blocks 

[ PO), -op)' ] (1 :s; j :s; p) 

(here B is calculated on an oriented orthonormal base), then by [B8, Proposi-
tion 1.2] 

(5.6) 
p 

Trs[exp c(B)] = II (e -iP)2 - /P)2). 
I 

By expanding exp{ (B- 1 0, O)} as a finite power series in A(F*) , one readily 
verifies that the right-hand side of (5.5) extends by continuity to the case where 
B is non invertible. 

We now extend Mathai-Quillen's formula to the case of a general time-
dependent 0t' 

In the sequel, we will construct an inverse-when it exists-of the differential 
operator fr + B on [0, 1] with periodic boundary conditions. If t E 'RjZ -> 

1; E E is a smooth periodic function, we consider the differential equation 

(5.7) g(O) = g(l). 

One readily verifies that if eB has no eigenvalue equal to 1, then the unique 
solution gt of (5.7) is given by the formula 

(5.8) gt = e-tB {fat esB fsds + (eB - 1)-1 fal esB fsdS} . 
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We can also use Fourier series to calculate gt. In fact if 1; has the Fourier 
series expansion 

(5.9) 1; = I: In exp(21lint) , 

and if eB has no eigenvalue equal to 1, then gt is given by 

(5.10) "2 . )-I/. 21tint gt = L.J( lllnIE + B ne . 

We now replace 1; by (Jt' so that 

(5.11) (Jt = I: (Jni1tint. 

Here for n E Z, (Jt E AI (F*) ® E . Then if eB has no eigenvalue equal to 1, 

( d )-1 . _I 21tint 
(5.12) dt + B (Jt = I:(21llnIE + B) (Jn e 

and so 

(5.13) 

The series in (5.13) is clearly convergent. 
Therefore, 

(5.14) exp {( (:t + B) -I (J, (J) } = II exp((21linIE + B)-I(Jn' (J_J. 
nEZ 

Now when expanding each individual exponential 
-I exp((21linIE + B) (In' (J_n) 

in Aeven(F*), it is clear that for any n EN, the expansion stops after at most 
dim(F) terms. Also observe that 

(5.15) . (P ) P +00 ( p2 ) sm"2 ="2II 1--2- 2 • 
k=1 4k 1l 

From (5.6) and (5.15), we find that 

( 5.16) P ( +00 ( P2
)) Trs[exp(c(B))] = (-i)P II Pj II 1 - -+z . 

j=1 k=1 4k 1l 

Using (5.8), (5.10), and (5.16), it is now clear that the expression 

( 5.17) Trs[exp(c(B))] exp { ( (:t + B) -I (), ()) }, 

which is well defined when exp(B) has no eigenvalue equal to 1, can be extended 
by continuity to arbitrary B. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let Gt E (A(F*)0c(E))even be given by the differential equation 
(5.4). Then 

(5.18) Trs[GI ] = Trs[exp(c(B))]exp {( (:t + B) -I e , e)}. 
Proof. We first assume that eB has no eigenvalue equal to 1. Let R t be the 
unique solution of the differential equation 

(5.19) dR dt +BR= -e, R(O) = R(l). 

Clearly by (5.8), R t E AI(F*) ® E. Set 

(5.20) 

Let H t and ~ be the solutions of the differential equations 

d:: = H ( -c (~~)) , Ho = exp( -c(Ro)); 
(5.21) 

dV dt = V(c(B) + Ct) , Va = Is' 

Notice the obvious formula for ~: 

(5.22) ~ = exp (tC(B) + lot Cs dS) . 

Now c(dRjdt) E AI(F*)0c l (E). Also if Ct, P E AI(F*)0cl (E) , then [0:, P] E 
A2(F*). Therefore, as explained in [B1, Theorem 1.3], (AI (F*)0c l (E)) EEl 
A2(F*) is a Heisenberg algebra, whose center contains A2(F*). A trivial ap-
plication of Campbell-Hausdorfrs formula as in [B1, equation (4.31)] shows 
that 

(5.23) Ht = exp {-C(Rt) + ~ lot [C(R) , c (~)] dS} . 

Clearly, 

(5.24) 

Now since 

(5.25) 

d { -I (dR)} dt (~Ht) = ~Ht Ht (c(B) + C)Ht - C dt ' 
VoHo = exp( -c(Ro)). 

! J~[c(Rs)' c(dRjds)]ds E A2(F*) and C E A2(F*) , we have 
-I Ht (c(B) + C)Ht = exp(c(Rt))c(B) exp( -c(Rt)) + C. 

Note that c(R t ) E AI(F*)0c l (E). Also if X E E 

(5.26) [c(Rt) , c(X)] = 2(Rt' X}. 

Since 2(Rt' X) E Al (F*), then 

(5.27) [c(Rt) , [c(Rt) , c(X)]] = O. 
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From (5.26) and (5.27) we deduce that 

(5.28) exp(c(Rt))c(X) exp( -c(Rt)) = c(X) + 2(Rt' X). 

From (5.28), we get 

(5.29) exp(c(Rt))c(B) exp(-c(Rt)) = c(B) - c(BRt) + (BRt' R t). 

Using (5.25) and (5.29), we deduce that 

(5.30) Ht-l(c(B) + C)Ht = c(B) - c(BRt). 

From (5.24) and (5.30), we get 

(5.31 ) 
d(~Ht) ( (dR )) dt = ~Ht c(B) - c dt + BR , 

VoHo = exp( -c(Ro)) . 

Using (5.19) and (5.31), we find that 

d(Td~t) = ~Ht(c(B) + c(O)), (5.32) 
VoHo = exp( -c(Ro)) . 

By comparing with (5.4), we obtain 

(5.33) Gt = exp(c(Ro))~Ht. 
Using (5.22), (5.23), and (5.33) we get 

G1 = exp(c(Ro))exp (C(B) + 10 1 CsdS) 

xexp ( -C(Ro)+4fo l [C(R),C(~~)] dS)' 

(5.34) 

Now 

(5.35) [C(R),C(~~)] =2(R, ~)=-2C-2(R,O)EA2(F*). 
Using (5.34) and (5.35), we get 

(5.36) G1 = exp(c(Ro)) exp(c(B)) exp( -c(Ro)) exp ( - 10 1 (R, 0) dt) . 

Since, by [Ql], supertraces vanish on supercommutators, from (5.36) we get 

(5.37) Trs[G1] = Trs[exp(c(B))]exp ( - 101 (R, 0) dt) . 

Of course 

( 5.38) - 10 1 (R, 0) d t = ( (:t + B ) -I 0, 0 ) . 

(5.18) follows from (5.37) and (5.38). 
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If certain eigenvalues of eB are equal to 1, we can approximate B by ele-
ments B' in :9' such that eB' has no eigenvalue equal to 1. The constructions 
which were done before Theorem 5.1 show that we can take the obvious limit 
in formula (5.18) as B' tends to B. Our theorem is proved. 0 

Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.1 can also be viewed formally as the consequence of a 
completion of squares in a fermionic integral. 

6. A ONE-PARAMETER DEFORMATION OF THE A HIRZEBRUCH POLYNOMIAL 

In this section, we prove various properties of the function rp (u, x) which 
was described in the Introduction. In particular, we show that 

• rp(O, x) is exactly the inverse of the Hirzebruch polynomial A(x). 
• rp(u, x) can be simply expressed as an infinite product, or more pre-

cisely as the determinant of a differential operator on SI . 
• rp(u, x) appears naturally in the explicit computations of certain su-

pertraces on Clifford algebras, and also in the evaluation of the trace of 
a harmonic oscillator. 

As explained in the Introduction, the function rp(u, x) plays a key role in 
the formulation of our final result. 

This section is organized as follows. In (a), we introduce the function 
rp (u, ~). In (b), we construct the corresponding multiplicative genus. In (c), 
we show that rp(u, x) appears explicitly in the evaluation of certain finite-
dimensional supertraces. In (d), we obtain a similar result for the trace of a 
harmonic oscillator with magnetic field. In Remark 6.7 we give a group theoretic 
interpretation of the fact that two different computations give similar results. 
This uses our results of § 1, and also our approach [B 11] to the infinitesimal 
Lefchetz formulas. 

Except for notation from § 1, this section is self-contained. 

(a) The function rp(u, x). If Z E C, Vz denotes an arbitrary (but fixed) square 
root of z. In the sequel, the expressions which we consider do not depend on 
the choice of the square root. 

Definition 6.1. For u > 0 and x E C , set 

(6.1) ( ) _4. h(x+Jx2+4U). h(-x+Jx2+4U) rpu,x-usm 4 sm 4 . 

x E C --+ rp (u , x) is an even analytic function of x , which we can also write 
in the form 

( ) 1 «(X+v'X2+4U)/4 (-X-v'X2+4U)/4) rpu,x =-e -e 
u 

(6.2) ( (-x+v' x 2+4u)/4 (x-v' x 2+4U)/4) 
X e -e , 

2 ( ( J x2 + 4U) (X) ) rp (u , x) = u cosh 2 - cosh "2 . 
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Using (6.2), one verifies easily that ~(u, x) extends by continuity to u = 0, 
and that 

(6.3) (0 ) = sinh(xj2) 
~ ,x xj2' 

The reader will have recognized in the right-hand side of (6.3) the inverse of 
the Hirzebruch polynomial A(x). In fact ~(u, x) is a one-parameter defor-
mation of A-I(x). 

Theorem 6.2. For u ~ ° and x E C, the following identity holds: 

~(u, x) = IT (1 + 2~7r + 4k~7r2) (1- 2~7r + 4k~7r2) . 
k=1 

(6.4) 

Proof. We use the formula 

(6.5) sinh(y) = y IT (1 + ::n) (1 - ::n) . 
k=1 

From (6.1) and (6.5), we get 

~(u , x) = IT (1 + i ( x + ~:: + 4U) ) ( 1 + i ( x - ~:: + 4U) ) 
k=1 

(b) The mUltiplicative genus 'f(u, . ). Let E be a real Euclidean vector space 
of even dimension 2p. Let JJ be the algebra of real antisymmetric matrices 
in End(E). Let HE be the Hilbert space 

(6.7) HE={fEL2([0,1];E);!alfdt=0}. 

We identify [0, 1 [ with SI = IR.j7L.. In particular, the operator J = fr acts 
naturally on distributions on [0, 1 [ , so that for instance 

Then 

Jt= 1-<5{O}' 

HE = EB {e21tikt} 
kEZ' 
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is the spectral decomposition of the Hilbert space HE with respect to the skew-
adjoint operator J . The inverse J- 1 of J is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator acting 
on HE' 

Take C E ~ ®R C. Then C acts naturally on HE as f E HE -+ Cf E 
HE' For u > 0, the operator C J- 1 + uJ-2 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator in 
End(HE ) , which in general is not trace class. Since C E ~ ®R C, Tr[C] = O. 
Therefore, we can define a generalized trace of CJ- 1 + uJ-2 on HE by the 
formula 

(6.8) Tr[CJ- 1 + uJ-2] = - L Udi~f . 
kEZ. 4k 7C 

The operator IH - CJ- 1 - uJ-2 does not possess a determinant in the 
E 

sense of [Si2], since C J- 1 + uJ-2 is not trace class. Still it has a normalized 
determinant. Namely, set 

(6.9) -I -2 II ( C UIE) det(lHE - CJ - uJ ) = det IE - 2ik7C + -2-2 . 
kEZ. 4k 7C 

The infinite product in the right-hand side of (6.9) converges, because as JkJ :...... 
+00 

(6.10) det (IE - 2i~7C + 4~;~2) ~ 1 - Tr [2i~7C] + 0 (:2) , 
and also Tr[ C] = 0 . 

Since CJ- 1 + uJ-2 is Hilbert-Schmidt, the operator IH - CJ- 1 - uJ-2 
E 

has a well-defined regularized determinant det2(/- CJ- 1 - uJ-2 ) [Si2l. One 
easily verifies that although C J- 1 + uJ-2 is not trace class, one stilI has the 
relation of [Si2, Theorem 6.2] 
(6.11 ) 

-I -2 -1 -2 -1-2 det2(/H -CJ -uJ )=det(/H -CJ -uJ )exp{Tr[CJ +uJ n. 
E E 

Note that since C is antisymmetric, for k E '1.* 

(6.12) ( CuI E ) ( C uI E ) det IE - 2 ·k + -2-2 = det IE + 2 ·k + -2-2 . 
1 7C 4k 7C I 7C 4k 7C 

Therefore det(/ H - C J- I - uJ-2 ) has a natural square root 
E 

(6.13) 1/2 -I -2 II ( C uIE ) det (/HE - CJ - uJ ) = det IE - 2ik7C + -2-2 . 
kEN. 4k 7C 

If B is a self-adjoint operator in End E ,let ..[ii denote a square root of B 
in the Banach algebra generated by B . In particular, if FeE is an eigenspace 
for B , it is also an eigenspace for ..[ii. 

If C E ~ ,then C2 + 4uI E is self-adjoint for u;::: 0 . 
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Definition 6.3. For u > 0 and C E :§ , set 

(6.14) 1 (. (C+JC2 +4UI£)) 
'P( u, C) = U(dim £)/2 det 2 smh 4 . 

One verifies that 'P( u, C) does not depend on the square root J C2 + 4uI £ . 

If C has eigenvalues ±x l , ••• ,±xp one deduces from (6.1) that 
p 

( 6.15) '¥(u, C) = rr rp(u, x). 

If C has eigenvalues ±xI ' ••• , ±xp , the Hirzebruch polynomial A( C) is given 
by 

~ rrP x.f2 
A( C) = I sinh(xJ2)· 

Using (6.3), we find in particular that '¥(u, C) can be extended by continuity 
at u = 0 and that 

( 6.16) '11(0, C) = A-I(C). 

Also from Theorem 6.2 and from (6.13) and (6.14), we find that 

(6.17) '¥(u,C)=det l / 2(IH -CJ- I -uJ-2 ). 
E 

Note that '¥(u, C) is an analytic function of C and so is also well defined 
for CE:§®RC. 

(c) A computation of certain finite-dimensional supertraces. We now use the same 
notation as in § 1. 

Let C be a skew-adjoint element of End( V). In the sequel, Tr[ C] denotes 
the trace of C E End( V). C acts as a derivation of A( V*). More precisely if 
el , ••• ,e2n is an orthonormal base of VR ' C acts on A(V*) as C given by 

(6.18) C = ~(Cei' e)t(e)t(e) -! Tr[C]. 

We identify C with the corresponding real antisymmetric element in End(VR ) 

(whose real trace is of course zero). Recall that the operator S was defined in 
Definition 1.3. 

The algebra A( V;) is naturally Z2 graded. Let Trs denote the corresponding 
supertrace on End(A(V;)). 

Theorem 6.4. For any u ~ 0, the following identity holds: 

(6.19) Trs[exp(-vluS - C)] = Udim v'¥(u, C)expH Tr[C]}. 
Proof. We may and we will assume that the matrix of C with respect to the 
base e l , ••• ,e2n has diagonal blocks given by 

[ ? iXj ] 
-lX· 0 

] 

(15,j5,n). 
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Set 

(6.20) t(C) = !(Cei , ei)t(ei)t(e). 

By (6.18) and (6.20), we find that 

(6.21) Trs[exp( -JUS - e)] = expH Tr[C]} Trs[exp( -JUS - t(C))]. 

Consider the vector space VR EB VR ' which we equip with the metric which is 
the orthogonal sum of the given metrics on both copies of VR . Let C(VR EB VR) 
be the Clifford algebra of VR EB VR and let B be a real antisymmetric matrix in 
End( VR EB VR) . If 1;., ... ,h.n is an orthonormal base of VR EB VR ' set 

(6.22) c(B) = !(BJ;, fj)c(J;)c(fj). 

We now assume that BE End(VR EB VR) ®R C is given in matrix form by 

(6.23) B = [-i~J -~~J]. 
Let Trs[exp(c(B))] denote the supertrace of exp(c(B)) acting on the spinors of 
VR EB VR • We claim that 

(6.24) Trs[exp( -JUS - t( C))] = (-1 )dim V Trs[exp(c(B))] . 

Let rand r' be the operators defining the Z2 grading on A(N*) and A(N*). 
One verifies easily that 

.dimV r = 1 c(el )·" c(e2n ) , 

, ( ,)dim V A() A( ) r = -1 cel···c e2n . 
(6.25) 

Using (6.22) and (6.23) and the fact that r and r' are the only monomials (up 
to a multiplicative constant) with a nonzero supertrace when acting on A(N*) 
and A(N*) [AB, p. 484], we deduce (6.24). 

We now calculate Trs[exp(c(B))] using formula (5.6). If A is an eigenvalue 
of B and if (X, X') is a corresponding nonzero eigenvector, then 

(6.26) 
-iJUJX' = AX, 

-iJUJX - CX' = AX'. 

Using (6.26) and the fact that J2 = -1 , we find that for u =I- 0, A is nonzero, 
X' is nonzero, and moreover 

(6.27) (C-uIA+A)X' =0. 

Conversely, if (6.27) holds with A, X' =I- 0, then (-iJUJX' lA, X') is a nonzero 
eigenvector of B associated with the eigenValue A. By (6.27), we find that X' 
is an eigenvector of C associated with an eigenvalue x such that 

(6.28) A2 +Ax-u=0. 

Therefore, 

(6.29) 1 = -x ± J x 2 + 4u 
I\. 2 . 
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For uf:.O, the roots of (628) are nonzero. Since the matrix B is not real, we 
cannot use formula (5.6). However, we can analytically continue B to u < O. 
B is then real, and we may safely use formula (5.6). Using (6.29), we find easily 
that if XI' ••• ,xn are the eigenvalues of C acting on V, then for uf:.O 

n (Xk + Jxi + 4U) (Xk - Jxi + 4U) 
(6.30) Trs[exp(c(B))] = II 4 sinh 4 sinh 4 . 

I 

From (6.1) and (6.30), we get 
n 

(6.31 ) - dim V II Trs[exp(c(B))] = (-u) rp(u, Xi)' 
I 

From (6.21), (6.24), and (6.31), we get 

(6.32) Trs[exp( -..;uS - C)] = exp {~Tr[C]} udim V IT rp(u, Xi)' 
I 

(6.19) now follows from (6.15) and (6.32) for u < 0, and by analytic continu-
ation for u ~ o. 0 

Remark 6.5. The complex structure on V plays an unessential role here. As is 
clear from (6.22) and (6.29), (6.30) is in fact easily extendable to any arbitrary 
real Euclidean oriented even-dimensional vector space. We should only replace 
S by ? 2:~n c(e)t(e). 

(d) A computation of the trace of certain harmonic oscillators with a magnetic 
field. We use the same notation as before. Recall that C is identified with a 
real antisymmetric matrix in End[VR]' For u ~ 0, set 

2n 

(6.33) ~ = -! L(V'ei + !(CY, e))2 + !u1Y12 +! Tr[C]. 
I 

If XI' ... ,xn are the eigenvalues of C, set ICI = sUPI~i~n IXil· 

Theorem 6.6. Assume that u is positive. Then if I CI < 21(., the operator 
exp( -~) is trace class and moreover 

(6.34) Tr[ex (-..2")] = exp( -! Tr[C]) 
p U Ud1m v\}'(u, C) 

Proof. Clearly, 

~ = -~d - !V' Cy + ~{(C2 /4 + uIE)Y, Y) + ~ Tr[C]. 

Set 

(6.35) 

Then since C E End VR is antisymmetric, we find that 

(6.36) 
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Assume that C2 /4 + uI E > -T? Let Q be an arbitrary square root of 
C2 /4 + uIE in the Banach algebra generated by C. By Mehler's formula [GlJ, 
Theorem 1.5.10], we know that for 0 < s :5 1, the kernel ps(Y, Y') associated 
with the operator exp( -sL) is given by 

, 1 1/2 ( sQ ) 
ps(Y, Y) = sdim V det sinh(sQ) 

(6.37) x exp {- ;s (tan~~Q) Y, Y) - ;s (ta~~Q) Y', Y') 

+~ (sin~~Q) Y, Y') }. 

From (6.36) and (6.37), we deduce that if qs(Y' Y') denotes the smooth kernel 
associated with the operator exp( -s~) for 0 < s :5 1 , then 

(6.38) , sC/2 , 1 
qs(Y' Y)=ps(e Y, Y)exp(-:zs[TrC]). 

From (6.37) and (6.38), we find in particular that 
(6.39) 

1 1/2 ( sQ ) 
qs(Y' Y) = sdim V det sinh(sQ) 

x exp {-~ (sin~~Q) (cosh(sQ) - esC/2)y, Y) - ~STr[C]}. 
Since C is antisymmetric, we have the obvious 
(6.40) 

( sQ SC/2) sinh(sQ) (ch(sQ) - e ) Y , Y 

= (sin~;Q) (COSh(SQ) - cosh ( S;) ) Y, Y) 

= ~ ( (sin~~Q») 2 sinh ( sC ~ 2SQ ) Y, 2 sinh ( sC ~ 2SQ ) Y) . 

Also one easily verifies that if ICI < 271, the operator sinh«sC + 2sQ)/4) is 
invertible for s :5 1 and u > o. From (6.39) and (6.40), we find that if 
I CI < 271 , for 0 < s :5 1 

r dv(Y) (S) 1 
(6.41) iV

R 
qs(Y' Y) (271)dim V = exp -'2 Tr[C] I det(2sinh«sC + 2sQ)/4»1 . 

Comparing with (6.14), we find that 

r dv(Y) exp(-1 Tr[C]) 
(6.42) iVR qs(Y' Y) (271)dim V = (s2u)dim vl'¥(iu, sC)1 . 

Since (qs) , s E [0, 1], forms a semigroup and the qs are positive, we deduce 
from (6.42) that for 0 < s :5 ! ' the operators exp( -s~) are Hilbert-Schmidt. 
Since exp( -~) = exp( -~/2) exp( -~/2), the operator exp( -~) is trace 
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class. Using (6.42), we obtain 

T .:? exp( -! Tr[ CD 
(6.43) r[exp(- u)] = Udim vl'¥(u, C)I· 

Now if x E A lR, Ixl < 2n, it is clear from (6.4) that rp(u, x) > O. 
From (6.15), we deduce that if ICI < 2n, then '¥(u, C) is positive. (6.34) 
now follows from (6.43). 0 

Remark 6.7. It is also possible to prove directly that 

(6.44) T G9 exp( -! Tr[ CD r[ exp( -..z;)] = ---,,-. --:-:--,,-;-;:---=----:---~ 
U ud1m V detl/2(IHv _ CJ- I _ uJ-2) 

by using infinite-dimensional Gaussian integration, from which (6.34) follows 
via (6.17). This point of view will be developed more in §7. 

Remark 6.8. The striking similarity of formulas (6.19) and (6.34) is of course 
no accident. In fact note that from (6.19) and (6.34), we get 
(6.45) 

[ { I 2n ( 1 ) 2 I YI 2 1 }] Trs exp 2' L Ve, + 2'(CY, ei ) -;- - 2' Tr[C] -.jUS - C = 1. 
I 

Observe that the operators 8+ Fuiy +8* - Fui; are invariant under complex 
unitary transformations. In particular, e -c acts naturally on the graded kernel 
of this operator. In view of Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 3.10, an easy adapta-
tion of the results of [Bll, Theorems 1.6 and 1.9] shows that the left-hand side 
of (6.45) is a nonclassical formula for the supertrace of the action of ·e-c on 
Ker(8 + Aiy + 8* - Ai;), i.e., for a Lefchetz number. Now by Theorem 
1.6, we immediately find that e -c acts trivially on the one-dimensional vector 
space spanned by p. This entirely explains formula (6.45). In the context of 
Theorem 2.2, (6.45) is directly related to the fact that p is a parallel section 
of the trivial line bundle J.l. Also, by Remark 1.9, we know that the L2 co-
homology of the complex (rD, 8 + Fuiy) is the same as the cohomology of 
{O}. Tautologically, e -c acts as the identity map on the one-dimensional co-
homology of {O}. We then find that formula (6.45) is not too surprising after 
all. 

7. AN EXPLICIT EVALUATION OF THE GENERALIZED SUPERTRACES 

In this section, we explicitly evaluate the forms Trs[ exp( -~; + b N H)] in 
terms of certain infinite determinants. Although the formulas may look compli-
cated, they are strikingly similar to formulas we obtain in §9 in finite-dimensional 
equivariant intersection theory. We also rederive the asymptotic result of §4 
which says that as u -+ 0 

2 Td(-RM) 
Trs[exp( -~u )] = N + O(u), 

Td(-R ) 
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and we prove that as u - 00 

Trs[exp(-9;~)] = Td(-RL) + 0 (Ju) . 
Both proofs make use of our explicit formula for Trs[exp( -9;;)] . 

This section is organized as follows. In (a), we give a path integral represen-
tation of TrApt",u,b(y, Y)]. In (b) we express Trs[exp(-9;;+bNH )] in terms 
of certain infinite determinants and we reobtain the asymptotics of this form as 
u - O. Finally in (c), we calculate the asymptotics of Trs [exp(-9;; + bNH )] 

as u- +00. 
The results of this section playa crucial.role in the construction of §8. 
We make the same assumptions and we use the same notations as in §§3-6. 

(a) A path integral formula for Trs[pt",u,b(y, Y)]. Let IN E End(N) be the 
identity map of N. Let I~ E End(NR ®R q be the linear map which acts 
by multiplication by 1 on N and by -Ion N. Equivalently, if J N is the 
complex structure of N R ' then 

(7.1) I~ = -iJ N' 

If E is a real vector space, HE was defined in (6.7). If V is a complex 
vector space, we use the notation H v instead of H v . 

R 

Definition 7.1. For Y E NR , let Q(y, Y) be the probability law on ~([O, 1]; MR ) 

of the Brownian bridge t E [0, 1] - Y; ,with Yo = Y1 = Y . 

Note that under Q(y, Y)' t E [0, 1] - pLy; E LR is a Brownian bridge in 
L R , with pLyo = pLYI = O. 

In the sequel, for u > 0, bEe, and 11m bl < 2n , we will consider expres-
sions which are functions of Y E ~([O, 1]; MR ) of the type 
(7.2) 

N I {U L 2 N I -I L } 'Jl(u,R +bIN)exp -"2(PA(J -(R +bIN)J-uIH) JAPY,Y}. 

Note that since the map t E [0, 1] - Y; is continuous, Y defines an element 
of L 2([0, 1]; M R ). For u > 0, bEe, and Ilmbl < 2n, 

pL A(J2 _ (RN + bI' )J _ uI )-1 J ApL 
N HN 

is an even form on B with values in the set of the continuous operators acting 
on L 2 ([0, 1]; NR ). Therefore the expression (7.2) makes sense. Incidentally 
note that, with the conventions of (5.17) and (6.17), (7.2) also makes sense for 
arbitrary bEe. In the sequel, the expressions we will consider are analytic in 
bEe. 

Also note that, when writing an identity of the kind 

(7.3) A(b) = EQ(Y,Y)[B(b)], 

A (b) and B (b) will be analytic functions of b, and I 1m b I < 2n . It will always 
be understood that differentiation under the expectation sign is feasible, so that 
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for any kEN 

(7.4) 

Theorem 7.2. For any U > 0, x E B, Y E NR x' bEe, and 11m bl < 2n the 
following identity holds: ' 
(7.5) 

x u b dimN N I {I L 1 . } Trs[P1 ' , (Y, Y)]=u l.JI(u,R +bIN)exp -"2Tr[R ]+"2bdlmN 

x EQ(y,y) [ exp {~fol (RM Y, dY) - ~ fol IpNYI2 dt 

- ~(pL A(J2 _ (RN + bI~)J - UIH)-I J ApLy, Y) }] . 

Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let Us be given by 
equation (4.6). Using equation (4.11), we find that 
(7.6) 

xub {I M} Trs[PI ' , (Y, Y)] = exp -"2 Tr[R ] 

xEQ(y,y) [exp {~fol (RMy, dY) - ~ follpNYI2 dt} Trs[Ud] . 

We now calculate Trs[Ud. One verifies easily that 

(7.7) NH = -I~. 

Let BE A(T;B)® End(NR $ NR) be given in matrix form by 

(7.8) [ 0 -iy'UJ] 
B = -iy'UJ _RN - bI~ . 

We now temporarily consider ApL as a one-form on B with values in homo-
morphisms from LR into the second copy of NR in NR$NR . Using (4.6) and 
Theorem 5.1, we find that 

~N ~I 

TrAU1]= TrAexp(-y'uS-R -bIN)] 
(7.9) 

x exp { - ~ \ (:t + B ) -I ApL Y , ApL Y) }. 

By Theorem 6.4, we know that 
~N ~I 

Trs[exp(-y'uS - R - bIN)] 
(7.10) dimN N b I { 1 N b. } =U ",(u,R + IN)exp "2Tr[R ]+"2d1mN . 

Let now t E SI --+ K t E NR be a smooth function. We consider K t as living 
in the second copy of NR in NR $ NR . Set C = RN + bI~. To calculate 
(ft + B) -I K/ ' we must solve the differential equation 

(7.11) drp _ iy'uJ", = 0 d", - iy'uJrp - C'" = K 
dt 'dt 
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with periodic boundary conditions. From (7.11), we find that 

d 2 1j1 dljl dK (7.12) - - C- - UIjI = -
dt2 dt dt 

and IjI should also be periodic, with periodic first derivatives. From (7.12), we 
get 

2 -I (7.13) IjI = (J - CJ - uIH ) JK. 
N 

From (7.9)-(7.13), we find that 
(7.14) 

dimN N , { 1 N b. } Trs[Ud = u 'I'(u, R + bIN) exp 2" Tr[R ] + 2" dlmN 

{ u L 2 N' -I L } xexp -2"(P A(J -(R +bIN)J-uIH ) JAP Y, Y) . 

Also 

(7.15) M L N Tr[R ] = Tr[R ] + Tr[R ]. 

Using (7.6), (7.14), and (7.15), we get (7.5). The fact that (7.5) can be differ-
entiated as many times as needed in the variable b is an easy consequence of 
the estimates in Theorem 4.1 and is left to the reader. 0 

(b) Generalized supertraces and infinite determinants. Set 

(7.16) ~ = _RM J- 1 _UpL A(J2 _(RN +bI~)J -uIH )-1 ApL J-I_upN J-2. 
N 

Then one verifies easily that ~ is an even form on B taking values in Hilbert-
Schmidt operators acting on H M. In general ~ does not take values in trace 
class operators, because the operator J- 1 is not trace class. 

We now proceed as in §6. In fact ~ has a normalized trace. Namely for 
k E '1: , let ~ be the restriction of ~ to the eigenspace MR ® {e2i1tkt} ~ MR 
of J. Since RM takes values in antisymmetric elements of End(MR ) , then 
TrMR[RM] = o. One then easily deduces that as Ikl-+ +00 

Tr[~] = O(1/k2). 

We now define the formal trace of ~ by 

(7.17) Tr[~] = L Tr[~]. 
kEZ· 

Similarly, since TrMR[RM] = 0, one verifies that as Ikl -+ 00 

(7.18) det(lM +~) - 1 = O(1/k2). 
R 

We define the normalized determinant of I H + ~ , denoted det(l H +~) by 
M M 

the formula 

(7.19) det(IH +~) = II det(lM +~). 
M R 

kEZ· 
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Let ~ denote the transpose of ~ _ Then one verifies easily that 

(7.20) ~ = g'-k' 

From (7.20), we deduce that 
00 00 

(7.21) IT det(IMR +~) = IT det(IMR + S"_k)' 
k=I k=1 

Therefore n;:1 det(I MR +~) is a natural square root of det(I HM + S"). We 
will use the notation 

00 

(7.22) det l /2(IH + S") = IT det(IM + S"k)' 
M R 

k=1 

If we formally make RM = 0 and A = 0 in S", we get 

d (I G::') = (Sinh(.fo/2))2dimNR 

et HM + 10 .fo/2 ' 

so that det l / 2(IH + g') is positive and is equal to (sinh(.fo/2)/.fo/2)dimNR • 
M 

In the general case, det l / 2(IH + S") can be calculated by Taylor expansion 
M 

near RM , A = 0 and coincides with (7.22). It is of utmost importance here to 
observe that, in det l / 2(IH + S"), IH + g' is considered as an operator acting 

M M 
on the real Hilbert space H M . 

With the same conventions, we deduce from (6.17) that 

(7.23) det l / 2 (I H - (RN + bI~ )J- I - uJ-2) = \}I( u, RN + bI~) . 
N 

Theorem 7.3. For any u > 0 and bEe, the following identity holds: 
(7.24) 

2 Trs[exp(-$'u + bNH )] 

{ 1 b.} 1/2 N' -I -2 =exp -2Tr[L]+2dlmN det (IHN-(R +bIN)J -uJ ) 

x [det l / 2(l - RM J- I - UpL A(J2 - (RN + bI' )J _ uI )-1 HM N HN 

Proof. By (4.32) and (7.5), we find that 
(7.25) 

X ApL J- I _ UpN J-2)]-1 . 
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Take f E L 2([0, 1]; M R ). We first calculate the expression 
(7.26) 

1= LR EQ(y, Y) [ exp { 101 (f, d Y - VupN Y dt) - ~ 101 IpN YI 2 dt }] (~:~d::~ . 
Here we follow Yor [Y]. Namely, by using the Ito calculus, we know that 

101 (f, dY - VupN Y dt) - ~ 101 IpN YI 2 dt 

(7.27) = 101 (f + VupN Y, oY) - ~ 10 1 If + VupN YI 2 dt 

1 t 2 Vu N 2 N 2 . + 2. Jo If I dt - TOP YII -IP Yol - dlmNR )· 

From (7.26) and (7.27), we get 
(7.28) 

I=exp{~lollfI2dt+ ~dimNR} 

x L EQ(y, Y) [ exp { ~ 10 I (f + VupN Y , 0 Y) 
R 

_.!. t If + VupN YI2 dt}] dvN\Y) . 
2 Jo (2n)dlmN 

Let W be a standard Brownian motion in MR , with Wo = O. Given Y E NR , 
consider the stochastic differential equation 

dY' = (VupN y ' + f)dt + dw, 
(7.29) 

Y~ = Y. 
Then by using the properties of the Girsanov transformation [IkW, p. 178; B6, 
§3], we know that 

(7.30) EQ(y,Yi [exp {io l (f + VupNy, oY) - ~ 101 If + VupNYI2 dt}] 

is exactly the value at Y of the density of the probability law of Y; in (7.29) 
with respect to the measure dvM(Y)/(2n)dimM. 

Now (7.29) can be explicitly integrated by the formula 

Y/ = pL (lot fdS+Wt) 
(7.31 ) 

PN (vuty vut lot -vus (' d + vut lot -vusd ) + e + e e J s see wS' 
o 0 

From (7.31), we deduce that pL Y; and pN YI are independent and have Gaus-
sian laws, respectively given by 

(7.32) { 1 I' t L 12} d v L ( y') exp - 2. Y - Jo p f ds (2n)dimL' 

( continues) 
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( 2-/U )dimN { 1 ( 2-/U ) 
e2VU _ 1 exp - 2" e2vu _ 1 

ly lI - VUy - vul l -vusld 12} dVN(yll) x e e e S d' N-o (2n) 1m 

From (7.28) and (7.32), we get 

(7.33) 1= exp { t 1/12 ds _!I rl pL 1 dsl2} 1._ 10 2 2 10 (2sinh(-/U/2))dlmNR 

From (7.26) and (7.33), we find that 
(7.34) tR EQ(y·y) [ exp {io l (I, dY - vlupN Y dt) - i 101 

IPNYI2 dt}] (~~~d\~~ 
_ exp{! fd 1/12 dt -!I fd pL 1 dth 
- udimN det l /2(lH

N 
_ UpN J-2) 

Let PI be the probability law on ~([O, 1]; L R ) of the Brownian bridge 
yL ,with YOL = y lL = o. Let P2 be the probability law on ~(SI; NR ) of the 
Gaussian process yN whose covariance is given by the operator 

2 -I (7.35) Cu = (-J + u) on SI 

(i.e., Cu = (-A + U)-I on [0, I] with periodic boundary conditions). 
(7.34), we deduce the identity of positive measures on ~([O, 1]; M R ): 

tR exp { - i 10 1 
IpN yl2 dt }dQ(y, Y) (~~~~:~ 

dPI (yL)dP2(yN) 
=~-=~~~~~~~~ 

UdimN det l / 2 (l _ UpN J-2) . 
HN 

(7.36) 

From (7.25) and (7.36), we get 
2 Trs[exp( -..5Wu + bNH )] 

(7.37) 

{ I L b" } 'P(U,RN+bI~) 
= exp -2 Tr[R ] + 2 dlmN 1/2 N -2 

det (lH -uP J ) 
N 

X E PI®P2 [ exp {4 10 1 (RM Y, dY) 

From 

- i(pL A(J2 - (RN + bI~)J - uIH)-1 J ApL y , Y) }]. 

Let p; be the image of PI by the map 

L L t L Y E~([O, l];LR )-y - 10 y dSE~([O, l);LR )nHL " 
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Observe that fo'(RMy, dY) and (PLA(J2_(RN+bI~)J-uIH )-IJApL y , Y) 
N 

are invariant under the maps Y E ~([O, 1]; MR ) --> Y + a E ~([O, 1]; MR ) 

(with a E MR). Therefore in (7.37), we may and we will replace E PI®P2 by 
E P;®P2 • 

Let (Q,.st', P) be a probability space. Let (Yn , Zn)nEN. and let 
X~, (y~, Z~)nEN. be independent Gaussian random variables with values re-
spectively in LR and NR , which have mean zero and covariance IL and IN 

R R 
respectively. Set 
(7.38) 

+00 ( Y Z ) ~L = v22:: 2nnn sin(2nnt) + 2n~ cos(2nnt) , 
n=' 

x' +00 ( y' z' ) ~N = ft.: + v22:: n sin(2nnt) + n cos(2nnt). 
v U n=l.J 4n2n2 + u .J 4n2n2 + u 

Then by [IN, Theorems 4.1 and 5.1], both series converge P-uniformly on 
[0, 1]. Moreover ~ = (~L, ~N) is a Gaussian process. Inspection of the 
covariance shows that under P, the probability law of Y is exactly P; ® P2 . 
Set 

(7.39) U = _n n ( Y Y') 
n 2nn ' .J 4n2 n2 + u ' 

Then by proceeding as in [BlO, proof of Theorem 5.3], we find easily that 

(7.40) r' (RM Y, dY) = - I: 4nn(RM Un' V:Z) 10 1 

and the series in the right-hand side of (7.40) is a martingale which converges P-
almost surely and L 2(Q, P). Using the fact that if X is a real random variable 
with Gaussian distribution, then E[exp(aX2 /2)] = (1 - a)-1/2 for 0 < a < 1, 
and [DeM, p. 28] one finds easily that the convergence in the right-hand side 
of (7.40) takes place in all the Lp(Q, P) (1 ~ p < +00). 

Also the operator (J2 - (RN + bI~)J - uIH )-1 J is a continuous operator 
N 

acting on L 2([O, 1]; M R ). Since (7.38) is exactly the Fourier expansion of the 
process ~ E L 2 ([0, 1]; M R ) , we find that 

_~(pL A(J2 _ (RN + bI~)J - uIH)-1 J ApLy, Y) 

can also be expressed as the sum of an infinite series of terms which are quadratic 
in (Yn , Zn) and which converges P-almost surely and in all the Lp(n, P) 
(1 ~ p < +00). Neither this series nor the series in (7.40) contains X~. 

Set 

(7.41) K= r\RMy,dY)-u(pLA(J2_(RN+bI~)J-UIH )-IJApL y , Y). 10 N 
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By the previous considerations, K is the sum of a series of terms which are 
quadratic in (Un' ~) and which converges P-almost surely and in all the 
Lp(Q, P) (1 ~ p < +00). Let Kn be the sum of the first n terms in the 
series. We claim that 

(7.42) n!i~oo E P; ®P2 [exp ( ~n )] = E P; ®P2 [exp ( ~) ] 

In fact since Kn is of positive degree in the Grassmann variables of A(T;B), 
the expansion 

(7.43) ( Kn) Kn exp 2 = 1+ 2 +", 

terminates after a finite number of terms. Using the fact that Kn --> K P-almost 
surely and also uniform integrability, we obtain (7.42). 

Now Kn is a finite sum of independent random variables which are quadratic 
in (Uk' J-k) (k ~ n). One then easily verifies that 
(7.44) 

[TIZ=I(1 + U)471?endimNR E P
;®P2 [exp (~n )] 

[ 
+n 12M . -I L 2 2 N ,. -I 

= II det / (IMR -R (2mk) -uP A(-4n k - (R +bIN)2znk - UINR ) 
k=-n 
kiD 

From (7.42) and (7.44), we get 

(7.45) 

det l /2(1 _1 UpN J-2) E P
;®P2 [exp (~)] 

= [det l / 2(IHM - RM J- I - UpL A(J2 - (RN + b/~)J _ uIH)-IApL J- 1 

_ UpN J-2)]-1 . 

Our theorem now follows from (7.23), (7.37), and (7.45). 0 

Remark 7.4. Theorem 4.8 is now an obvious consequence of Theorem 7.3. In 
fact using (7.24), one easily verifies that as u -> 0 

Trs[exp( _~u2 + bN H)] = exp { -~ Tr[RL] + ~ dim N} 

(7.46) det l/2 (IH _ (RN + b/~)J-I) 
X N + O(u). det I /2 (I _ RM J - 1 ) 

HM 
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Now if C E EndN is skew-adjoint and has eigenvalues XI' •.. , xn ' then by 
(6.16) and (6.17) 

1/2 -I rrn sinh(xj/2) 
det (I H - C J ) = /2' 

N x. 
I J 

(7.47) 

From (7.15), (7.46), and (7.47), we find that as u ~ 0, 
M 

2 Td(-R ) (7.48) Trs[exp(-s&u +bNH)] = N +O(u), 
Td(-R - bIN) 

which is equivalent to (4.71). One verifies easily (by using, say, the analyticity 
of the considered expressions in the variable b) that the derivatives in b verify 
the obvious analogue of (7.48). The second line of (4.72) is proved as well. 

Remark 7.5. The results of Theorem 4.6 are not obvious consequences of the 
explicit formulas of Theorem 7.3. In §9, we will give a direct proof that the 
expression in the right-hand side of (7.24) verifies the equations of Theorem 
4.6 by using infinite-dimensional intersection theory. 

(c) The asymptotics of the generalized supertraces as u ~ +00. Recall that by 
(6.1) and (6.17) 

(7.49) det l/2 (IH
N 

_ UpN J-2) = Cin~/2») dimNR 

We now use the same notation as in §4(f). Namely if wu(b) and woo(b) are 
smooth differential forms on B depending smoothly on bEe, we will write 
that as u ~ +00 

(7.50) 

if for any kEN, the sup of the derivatives of order S k of wu(b) - woo(b) in 
the variables (x, b) E B x [b E C; Ibl S I} is dominated by Ck/..jU for u ~ 1. 

Theorem 7.6. As u ~ +00 
(7.51 ) 

N I -I -2 -2 ( ( 1 )) det(IHN - (R + bIN)J - uJ ) = det(IHN - uJ ) 1 + 0..jU , 

det1/2(IHM - RM J-I- UpL A(J2 - (RN + bI~)J - uIH)-IApL J- I _ upN J-2) 

= det l / 2(I H - uJ-2) det l /2(IH - RL J-I)(l + O(l/..jU». 
N L 

Proof. Clearly the first equation of (7.51) is a special case of the second. Still 
we give a separate proof of the first equation. By (7.23) 

(7.52) det l/2 (IH - (RN + bI~)J-1 - uJ-2) = '¥(u, RN + bI~). 
N . 

Also if x E C ,as u ~ +00 

(7.53) 
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The first equation in (7_51) trivially follows from (6.2), (6.15), (7.49), (7.52), 
and (7.53). 

We now prove the second equation in (7.51). Remember that if C is a 
square matrix written in the form 

(7.54) 

if E is a square matrix which is invertible, then 

(7.55) det C = det(E) det(H - GE- I F). 

By (7.19), we may express 
(7.56) 
D = det(IH

M 
_RM J-I- UpL A(f - (RN +bI~)J -uIH)-1 ApL J-I_upN J-2) 

as an infinite product of finite-dimensional determinants of linear operators in 
EndMR • Now MR = LR ffi NR • We can then use formula (7.55) on each of 
these finite-dimensional determinants. We get 
(7.57) 
D = det(IH - uJ-2 _ pN RM pN J-I) 

N 

X det(I - pL RM pL J- I - UpL A(J2 - (RN + bI' )J - uI )-1 J- I ApL HL N HN 

_ pL RM pN (IH _ UpN J-2 _ pN RM pN J-I)-I pN RM pL J-2). 
N 

Of course, the determinants in the right-hand side of (7.57) are normalized 
determinants in the sense of §7. By the same argument as in (7.53) and (7.54), 
as u -+ +00 

-2 N M N -I -2 ( ( 1 )) (7.58) det(IHN - uJ - P R P J ) = det(IHN - uJ ) 1 + 0 vIu . 
We now use the straightforward identity 
(7.59) 

- UpL A(J2 - (RN + bI' )J - uI )-1 ApL J- I 
N HN 

= pL A2pL J- I _ pL A(J _ RN _ bI~)(J2 _ (RN + bI~)J - uIH )-IApL. 
N 

Set 
N I 2 N I -I Ku=(J-R -bIN)(J -(R +bIN)J-uIH ) , 

N 

(7.60) 
L = IH - UpN J-2 _ pN RM pN J- I , 

u N 

0: = pL(RM _ A2)pL J- I , 

P = pL AKuAPL + pL RM pN L: I pN RM pL J-2 . 

For t E [0, 1], we claim that 

(7.61) a ( ) -I at Log det(I HL - 0: - tp) = - Tr[(I HL - 0: - tp) P]. 
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(7.61) can easily be derived by expressing det(lH -o.-tp)-I as a convergent 
L 

product of finite-dimensional determinants and by using formula (7.61) in a 
finite-dimensional situation. Of course in (7.61) Tr[(l H - a. - tp)-I PJ is also 

L 

a regularized trace in the sense of (7.17). Clearly, 
-I -I (7.62) Tr[(/H - a. - tp) PJ = Tr[pJ + Tr[(IH - a. - tp) (a. + tp)PJ. 

L M 

We first estimate Tr[pJ. We have the inequality 
I Tr[pL RM pN L~I pN RM pL J- 2JI 

(7.63) 

Similarly, 

(7.64) 

+00 1 1+00 dx Cn <C --<c --=-. - I: k 2 + u - 0 x 2 + u 2JU 1 

+00 1 Cn 
<c"--<-. - ~ e+u - 2JU 

1 

Also for x E C, Ixl:::; 1, k E ,N* , and u;::: 0 
2nik 2nik 

(7.65) 
_4n2k 2 - 2nikx - u _4n2k 2 + 2nikx - u 

-8n2ex 
= (_4n2k 2 - 2nikx - u)(-4n2k 2 + 2nikx - u) . 

Therefore for x E C, Ixl:::; 1 , and u ;::: 1 

I 2nik 2nik I Ce (7.66) - < ~--=-
_4n2k 2 - 2nikx - u _4n2k 2 + 2nikx - u - k4 + u2 • 

From (7.66), we deduce that for u;::: 1 

I Tr[pL AJ( _J2 - (RN + bI~)J - uIH )-1 ApLJI 
N 

+00 k 2 1+00 x 2 dx 2C 1+00 x 2 dx <C <2C =- --. - I: k4 + u2 - 0 X4 + u2 JU 0 X4 + 1 
1 

(7.67) 

From (7.63)-(7.67), we find that for u;::: 1 

(7.68) C I Tr[P11 :::; JU. 

We now estimate Tr[(/H - a. - tp)-I(o. + tp)PJ. Using (7.63), one verifies 
L 

easily that for t E [0,11 and u;::: 1 
-I I Tr[(l H - a. - tp) (a. + tP)PJI 

L 

:::; C{ f: (k (k 2: u) + e: u2 ) }. 
1 

(7.69) 
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By using the same argument as in (7.63)-(7.68), we deduce from (7.69) that for 
t E [0, 1] and u ~ 1 

-I C 
(7.70) ITr[(IH -a-tp) (a+tp)p]l~ r,;. 

L yU 

From (7.61), (7.68), and (7.70), we get for t E [0, 1] and u ~ 1 

(7.71) l:tLog[det(IHL -a-tp)]1 ~ Ju. 
From (7.71), we find that 

C (7.72) 1 Logdet(IH - a - P) - Logdet(/H - a)1 ~ r,;. 
L L yU 

From (7.57)-(7.59) and (7.72), and from the fact that the restnctlOn of 
pL(RM _A2)PL to L coincides with RL , we get the second equation in (7.52). 
Our theorem in proved. 0 

We finally obtain the key result. 

Theorem 7.7. As U - +00 

(7.73) Trs[exp(-~: + bNH)] = exp (~dimN) Td(-RL) + 0 (Ju) . 
In particular, as u - +00 

Trs[exp( -~:)] = Td( _RL) + 0 (Ju) , 
a 2 dimN L ( 1 ) ab Trs[exp(-~u + bNH)h=o = -2- Td(-R ) + 0 .;u . 

(7.74) 

Proof. By Theorems 7.3 and 7.6, we find that as u - +00 

(7.75) T [ (_ 1m2 b ) __ exp{ -! Tr(RL) + ~ dim N} 0 (_1_) 
rs exp .::K)u + N H ] 1/2 L I + r,;. det (IH -R J- ) yU 

L 

By the same arguments as in (7.46)-(7.48), we find that (7.75) is equivalent to 
(7.73). (7.74) immediately follows. 0 

Remark 7.8. From (7.74), we find in particular that as U - 00 

(7.76) :b Trs [exp (-~: + b (NH - di~N)) L=o = 0 (Ju) . 
From many points of view, the choice of NH - (dimN)j2 instead of NH is 
more natural in the double transgression formulas of Theorem 4.6. We will give 
a (hopefully) transparent explanation for (7.73), (7.74), and (7.76) in §9. Also 
(7.76) is directly connected with Theorem 1.6 which asserts in particular that 
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In fact by rescaling the variables in NR , the operator DN + y'UV(pNY) is 
changed into U 1/ 4 (DN + V(pN y )) , and as U -. +00 only the kernel of DN + 
V(pN Y) should be relevant in the evaluation of the limit of Trs[exp( -!!4; + 
bNH)). This roughly accounts for the fact that NH is changed into (dimN)/2 
when U -. +00 . 

Theorem 2.7, and more precisely equation (2.24), explains partly why the 
curvature RL of the connection V L appears in the limit as U -. +00 of the 
forms TrJexp(-!!4u2 + bNH )]. In Bismut-Lebeau [BL2, §14], such an argument 
is fully exploited to give another proof of Theorem 7.7. 

Remark 7.9. From Theorems 4.8 and 7.7, we find that the family of smooth 
forms Trs[exp( -!!4;)] interpolates between the forms Td( -RM)/Td( _RN) 
(for u = 0) and Td( - RL) (for u = +00). This fact will be systematically 
exploited in the sequel. 

8. GENERALIZED SUPERTRACES, ANALYTIC TORSION, AND THE TODD GENUS 

The purpose of this section is to construct generalized analytic torsion forms 
associated with the acyclic chain complex of holomorphic Hermitian vector 
bundles 

O-.L-.M-.N-.O. 
j 

This is done by integrating the double transgression formulas of Theorem 4.6 
by a zeta function technique. If gM is the metric on M, we thus obtain a 
form B(L,M,gM) in pB. 

The main result of this paper is our evaluation of B( L, M, gM) E pB / pB ,0 
as the sum of a standard Bott-Chern class [BoC, D, BGSI], and of an additive 
class naturally associated with the derivative at 0 of the Mellin transform of 
(-(8rp/8x)/rp)(u, x) evaluated on N. 

The explicit evaluation of this Mellin transform is done in a joint appendix 
with C. Soule. The main result of the appendix is that this additive class co-
incides (up to a rather irrelevant term) with a class introduced by Gillet and 
Soule [GS]. 

This section is organized as follows. In (a), we construct the generalized 
analytic torsion forms B(L, M, gM), and evaluate ~~B(L, M, gM). In (b), 
we calculate B(L, M, gM) modulo 8 and {j coboundaries. 

Our assumptions and notations are the same as in §§3, 4, 6, and 7. 

(a) A construction of the generalized analytic torsion forms. We now imitate a 
construction of Bismut-Gillet-Soule [BGS I, Definition 1.16], [BGS4, Definition 
2.1] to integrate the double transgression formulas of Theorem 4.6 by a zeta 
function technique. 
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Definition S.l. For SEC, 0 < Re(s) < !, let A(s) be the following smooth 
even form on B: 

Note that by Theorems 4.8 and 7.7, the integral in the right-hand side of (8.1) 
defines indeed a smooth form. More precisely we find that the map SEC, 
o < Re(s) < ! ~ A(s), extends into a meromorphic function of s which is 
hoI om orphic near s = 0 . 

In particular, by using Theorem 4.8, we find that the derivative A' (0) is given 
by the formula 
(8.2) 

A'(O) = 101 {:b[Trs[eXp(-~: + bNH)]]b=O 

+ Td(-RM)(Td-I)'(-RN )} duU 

roo { 8 2 dim N L } du + J1 8b[Trs[exp(-SWu +bNH)]]b=O--2- Td(-R) U 

+ r(l) {Td( -RM)(Td- I )' (_RN ) + di~N Td( _RL)}. 

Note that the form which appears in (8.2) after r(l), 

(8.3) Td(-RM)(Td-I)'(-RN ) + di~N Td(-RL), 

is closed. This is a phenomenon which was already observed in a finite-dimen-
sional context in Bismut-Gillet-Soule [BGS4, §2]. 

Also by Theorem 4.6, we can replace :b[Trs[exp(-~; + bNH)]]b=O by 
Trs[NH exp( _~u2)] in (8.1) and (8.2). This makes formulas (8.1) and (8.2) 
very similar to [BGS4, (2.1), (2.3)]. 

Let tt> be the linear map from Aeven(T;B) into itself which associates 
(2ni)-Qw to wE A 2Q (T;B). 

Definition S.2. Let B(L, M, gM) be the smooth form on B: 

(8.4) 
M , 

B(L, M, g ) = <I>(A (0)) . 

The notation B(L, M, gM) can be easily explained. In fact, the embedding 
o -+ L ~ M determines N. Also the metric gM induces the metrics gL and 

I 

gN on Land N. 
In view of the formal similarity of (8.1) and (8.2) with the construction by 

Ray-Singer [RS] of the analytic torsion, B(L, M, gM) will be called a general-
ized analytic torsion form. 
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If E is a holomorphic vector bundle on B equipped with a Hermitian metric 
gE , if \lE is the corresponding holomorphic Hermitian connection, and if RE 
is the curvature of \lE, we use the notation Td(gE) instead of Td(-RE j2in). 

Recall that the spaces of forms pB and pB, 0 were already defined in Defi-
nition 4.5. 

Theorem 8.3. The form B(L, M, gM) lies in pB. Moreover, 

(8.5) 88 B(L M M) = Td( L) _ Td(gM) 
2in ' , g g Td(gN) 

Proof. By Theorem 4.6, it is clear that the form B(L, M, gM) lies in pB. 
Since the form (8.3) is closed, using the double trangression formulas of Theo-
rem 4.6 together with Theorems 4.8 and 7.7, we get (8.5). 0 

(b) An evaluation of the analytic torsion forms. From (6.2), it is clear that as 
u-+oo 

(8.6) 

By using the analyticity of rp(u, x) in the variable x E C, we deduce from 
(8.6) that as u - +00 

(8.7) 

From (8.6) and (8.7), we find that as u - +00, for Ixl < 2n 

(8.8) 8rp~8X(U,X)=O(Ju). 

Of course, by (6.2), we know that 

8 rpj8x( ) --'--'--- u, x 
rp 

= ! { (sinh(J x 2 + 4u/2»x/J x 2 + 4u - Sinh(x/2)} 
2 cosh( J x 2 + 4u/2) - cosh(x /2) 

from which (8.8) immediately follows. 

Definition 8.4. For SEC, 0 < Re(s) < ~ , and x E c, Ixl < 2n, set 

1 roo s-18rp/8x 
(8.9) C(s, x) = - res) 10 u rp (u, x) du. 

From (8.8), one immediately verifies that s - C(s, x) extends into a func-
tion which is holomorphic near s = O. Of course C(s, x) is also hoi om orphic 
in the variable x E c, Ixl < 2n . Set 

8C 
(8.10) D(x) = 85(0, x). 
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Since rp(U, x) is an even function of X, C(S, x) and D(x) are odd functions 
of x. 

It is clear that D(x) is a holomorphic function of x E C, Ixl < 2n. Then 
Tr[D( _RN j2in)] is a form in pB. Moreover, by Bott-Chern [BoC, 3.28], the 
class of the form Tr[D(-RNj2in)] in pBjpB,O does not depend on the metric 
gN. We will then denote by D(N) the class of Tr[D(-RN/2in)] in pB/pB,O. 
Similarly, we will denote by Td(L) the class of the form Td(gL) in pB /pB,O. 
This class does not depend either on the metric gL . 

Therefore, the class Td(L)D(N) is a well-defined element of pB /pB,O. 
Also by [BGS1, Theorem 1.29], to the holomorphic acyclic complex of Her-

mitian vector bundles 

(8.11 ) O--L--M--N--O, 
i j 

we can associate a class of forms Td( L, M , gM) in pB / pB , ° which verifies 
natural functorial properties, and which is such that 

(8.12) lJe ~ M M L N 
-2' Td(L, M, g ) = Td(g ) - Td(g )Td(g ). 

l7r 

The construction of [BGS 1] generalizes a construction of Bott-Chern [BoC] 
and Donaldson [D]. 

Note that if the sequence (8.11) splits, i.e., if we have an identification of 
holomorphic Hermitian vector bundles M = L$N (where the metric on L$N 
is the orthogonal sum of the metrics gL and gN) and the maps L -- L $ 
Nand L $ N -- N are the canonical injection and projection maps, then 
~ M 
Td(L, M, g ) = O. 

We now prove the main result of this paper. 

Theorem 8.5. The following identity holds: 
(8.13) 

B(L, M, gM) = _ Td- I (gN)Td(L, M, gM) + Td(L)D(N) in pB /pB,O. 

Proof. Let ]pI be the one-dimensional complex projective plane equipped with 
two distinguished points {O} and {oo}, and with the meromorphic coordinate 
z. 

By [BGS1, Theorem 1.29], or by using the Grassmann graph construction 
of Baum-Fulton-MacPherson [BaFM] of which a detailed exposition is given in 
[BGS5, §4], we can define a holomorphic acyclic chain complex on B x ]pI , 

(8.14) 
, , , 

O--L --M --N --0, 
i' jf 

which has the following two properties: 
- On B x {O} = B, the complex (8.14) coincides with the given complex 

(8.11). 
- On B x {oo}, the complex (8.14) splits, i.e., M' = L' $ N' , and the 

, (' N') d (L' N') AT' maps L1BX{oo} -- L $ IBxoo an $ IBx{oo} -- HIBx{oo} are 
the canonical injection and projection maps. 
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Let gM' be a smooth Hermitian metric on M' which has the following two 
properties: 

- On B x {O}, gM' coincides with the given metric gM on M. 
- On B x {oo} , the splitting M' = L' EB N' is orthogonal, i.e., L' and 

N' are orthogonal in M'. 

Let gL' and gN' be the metrics on L' and N' induced by gM' by the 
construction of §2(b). Of course, on B x {O}, gL' and gN' coincide with gL 
and gN. 

On pI , we have the following classical equation of currents: 

(8.15) 

By equations (8.5) and (8.12), we know that 

88 B(L' M' M') = Td( L') _ Td(gM') 
2 " "g g N' , 

17C Td(g ) (8.16) 
88 ~, 'M' M' L' N' 
-2" Td(L, M ,g ) = Td(g ) - Td(g ) Td(g ). 

l7C 

Set 
, 'M' 'M' M' -I N' ~! , M' (8.17) P(L,M,g )=B(L, ,g )+Td (g )Td(L,M,g ). 

By (8.16), we find that 

(8.18) 

Also 

(8.19) 

88, M' 
-2" P(L, M', g ) = O. 

l7C 

88 2" M' 288" M' -2" (Logizi )P(L ,M ,g ) -Logizi -2" P(L, M ,g ) 
17C 17C 

= 2~ (8 (Log IzI2)p(L', M' , gM')) 
l7C 

8 2-" M' + -2" (Logizi 8P(L, M ,g )). 
l7C 

If a is a smooth form on B x pI , let a o and a oo denote the restriction of 
a to B x {O} and B x {oo} respectively. Indentifying B x {O} and B x {oo} 
with B, we consider a o and a oo as smooth forms on B. 

Using (8.15) and (8.18), and integrating (8.19) along the fiber of the map 
B x pI -+ B, we get 

(8.20) P(L', M', gM\ _ P(L', M', gM')oo E pB ,0. 

Set 
(8.21 ) 
Clearly, 

(8.22) 

M M -I N ~ M 
P(L, M, g ) = B(L, M, g ) + Td (g )Td(L, M, g ). 

, , M' M 
P(L , M ,g )0 = P(L, M, g ). 
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On the other hand, since the holomorphic Hermitian complex (8.14) splits 
on B x {oo}, by the considerations which follow equation (8.12), we know that 

(8.23) Td(L', M', gM')oo = 0 in pB jpB,O. 

We now calculate B(L', M' , gM')oo. We use the formulas of Theorem 7.3 
on B x { oo} , with the notation ' indicating that we are considering the complex 
(8.14). Since the complex (8.14) splits on B x {oo}, RM ' can be written in the 
form 

(8.25) 

Note that in this split case, formula (8.25) could also have been derived by using 
Theorems 6.4 and 6.6. 

From (8.25), we deduce that 
(8.26) 
8 12 

8b Trs[exp(-~u + bNH))b=O 

= dimN Td(-RL') + Td(-RL' /,¥/8b(u, RN' +,bI~')lb=O on B x {oo}. 
2 '¥(u, RN) 

By (6.15), the class '¥(u, .) is multiplicative. The class 
N' [(8 /8b),¥(u, R + bI~, )]b-O 

'¥(u, RN') 
is then additive. More precisely, 

N' , 
(8.27) [(8 /8b),¥(u, R -; bIN' )h=o = Tr [(8rp /8x) (u, RN')] . 

'¥(u, RN) rp 

If [A(s))' denotes the form constructed in (8.1) associated with the Hermitian 
complex (8.14), we deduce from (8.1), (8.10), (8.26), and (8.27), that for 0 < 
Re(s) < t 
(8.28) 

, L' N' 
[A(s)) =-Td(-R )Tr[C(s,R )] onBx{oo}. 
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From (8.28), we deduce that 
L' N' 

(8.29) B(L' , M' , gM')oo = { - Td (~~n ) Tr [D (~in ) ] } 00 • 

Equivalently, since D(x) is an odd function of x, we get 

From (8.20), (8.22), (8.23), and (8.30), we get 
M -I N ~ M B(L, M, g ) = - Td (g )Td(L, M, g ) 

(8.31) 
+ { Td ( ~~:' ) Tr [D ( -2~:' ) ] } 00 

By the obvious analogue of (8.19), we know that 

{fa 2 (_RL') [( _RN')] 2in (Log Izl ) Td 2in Tr D 2in 

- ~ ~ 

= 2~n (a (Log Iz12) Td (-2~n ) Tr [D (-2~n )]). 
(8.32) 

Using (8.15) and integrating (8.32) along the fiber of B x pi -> B, we find that 
(8.33) 

L N L' N' 

Td(~:n )Tr[D(~~n)] - {Td(~~n )Tr[D(-:n )]}oo EpB,o. 

From (8.31) and (8.33), we obtain (8.13). 0 

We now state the result proved in a joint Appendix with C. Soule, which 
evaluates the function D(x) explicitly. 

Let '(s) = 2::700 I/ns be the Riemann zeta function. 
Theorem 8.6. For x E C, Ixl < 2n, D(x) is given by 

( n I 2"(-n)) xn 
(8.34) D(x)= L r'(I)+L-;+ '(-n) '(-n)n" 

n~1 J=I ) 
n odd 

Proof. This result is proved in tile Appendix. 0 

Remark 8.7. If A(x) = (x/2)/ sinh(x/2), observe that for Ixl < 2n 

(8.35) 
~, n 
A~ (x) = L ,(-n);. 
A(x) n>1 n. 

n odd 

In fact, note that C(O, x) = (-(arp/ax)/rp)(O, x). Using (6.3), we find that 

(8.36) C(O, x) = ~ (x) . 
A(x) 
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From equation (8) in the Appendix, we find that 

(8.37) A' () +00 (( ( .) ) -I ( ( .) ) -I ) A(:) = t; i 2kn 1 - 2~n - 2kn 1 + 21:n . 

Using equations (16) and (26) in the Appendix, we get (8.35). 

Remark 8.8. Let R(x) be the formal power series 

( n 1 2c'(-n)) xn 
(8.38) R(x) = L L -: + C(-n) C(-n) n! . 

n~1 J=I J 
n odd 

The formal power series R(x) was introduced in Gillet-Soule [GS]. Gillet 
and Soule conjectured in [GS] a Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck formula for arith-
metic varieties. In this Riemann-Roch formula, the characteristic class '£7 R(xj) 
should play a prominent role. It was obtained in [GS] by an explicit compu-
tation of the analytic torsion of the trivial line on IP'n (C) equipped with the 
Fubini-Study metric. 

By (8.34), (8.35), and (8.38), we find that 

(8.39) D(x)=r'(I)~(X)+R(X). 
A(x) 

9. EQUIVARIANT INTERSECTION THEORY AND THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

The purpose of this section is to perform some explicit nontrivial computa-
tions of differential forms on an acyclic complex 
(9.1 ) 

of holomorphic Hermitian equivariant vector bundles on a manifold B. The 
main idea is that our results of §§3-8 can be partly formulated as an infinite-
dimensional analogue of these computations, where E, F, and G are now 
certain Hilbert spaces of Fourier series in L, M, and N respectively, equipped 
with the natural action of SI by translation in the time variable. 

This fits with ideas outlined by Atiyah and Witten [A] and by the present 
author [B2] according to which there is an intimate relationship of the heat 
equation approach to index theory with equivariant cohomology on loop spaces. 
The point of view was also expanded by us in [B3] to include the Ray-Singer 
analytic torsion on complex manifolds in this framework. 

So in some sense, this section gives a geometric counterpart to the supercon-
nection operator theoretic analysis of §§3 and 4, and it puts the complicated 
calculations of §§7 and 8 in the right geometric perspective. As pointed out in 
the Introduction, writing this section was essential in the writing of the entire 
paper. 

This section is organized as follows. In (a), we construct certain equivariant 
differential forms on the total space of the exact sequence (9.1). By integration 
along the fiber, we obtain differential forms I1(U, b) which are the analogues of 
the forms Trs[exp( -~; +bN H)]. In (b), we calculate the asymptotics as u ---> 0 
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and U --> +00 of rJ(u, b). We thus recover formally Theorems 4.8 and 7.7. 
In (c), we explicitly evaluate the forms rJ(u, b) and we recover formally the 
complicated formulas of Theorem 7.3. Finally in (d), we construct the infinite-
dimensional model which fits with the results of §§3-8. In particular, we show 
that the form B(L, M, gM) can be obtained by integration along the fiber of 
an infinite-dimensional Euler-Green current in the sense of our previous work 
with Gillet and Soule [BGS5] on geometric aspects of Arakelov theory. Also we 
obtain formula (0.14) for D(x). 

A minor difference in the analogy with §§4-8 is that our formal infinite-
dimensional results involve the A genus instead of the Todd genus. The reason 
for this is rather clear in view of [A]. With the notation of §3, this means 
that A(M*) should be replac~d by A(M*) /8) det(M)-1/2. Also we have re-
frained from explaining in depth the analogies between the finite- and infinite-
dimensional models, by simply concentrating on the extraordinary similarities 
of the formulas and of the results. 

Formulas of Mathai-Quillen [MQ], Bismut [B5], and Bismut-Gillet-Soule 
[BGS5] play an essential role in this section. 

(a) Equivariant exact sequences and differential forms. Let B be a compact 
connected complex manifold. Let 

(9.2) 

be a holomorphic acyclic chain complex of vector bundles. E will be considered 
as a holomorphic subbundle of F, and G is identified with F / E . 

Let gF be a Hermitian metric on F. As in §2(b), gF induces smooth 
Hermitian metrics gE and gG on F and G. Let V E , V F , and VG be the 
corresponding holomorphic Hermitian connections on E, F, and G, and let 
RE , RF , and RG be their curvatures. 

Let JF be a holomorphic skew-adjoint section of End F , which preserves 
E. Let JE be the restriction of JF to E and let JG be the natural action 
of JF on G. Then JE and JG are also holomorphic skew-adjoint sections 
of End E and End G. Moreover JE, JF, and JG are parallel with respect 
to the connections V E , V F , and VG • 

The connection VF defines a natural splitting of T F into 

(9.3) TF = F ffi TH F, 

where TH F is the horizontal subbundle of TF. We define THE and TH G 
in a similar way. 

If y E F , we identify y with Y = y + Y E FR' Then JF Y E FR' Using 
(9.2), we consider JF y = JF Y + JFy as a vertical holomorphic vector field on 
F . If T B is equipped with a Hermitian metric, we can lift the metric of T B to 
TH F. We then equip T F = F ffi TH F with the orthogonal sum of the metrics 
on F and TH F. Then JF Y is also a Killing vector field on F. Similarly, 
J}:.' Y and JG Y will be considered as holomorphic Killing vector fields on E 
and G. 
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E is a complex submanifold of F. The vector field JF Y restricts to the 
vector field JE Y on E. Similarly, the projection map j: F --+ G maps the 
vector field JF Y into JG j(Y). 

If Z E TRF , let Z v E FR be the projection of Z on FR with respect to 
the splitting (9.3) of TRF. Let (JFY)' be the one-form on F, Z E TRF --+ 

(JFy, ZV). 
Similarly, we identify JF with the two-form 

, v F v (9.4) Z, Z E TRF --+ (Y ,J Z ). 

Let i JF Y denote the interior multiplication by JF Y acting on A( T;F) and 
let L JFy be the Lie derivative operator associated with the vector field JF Y . 
Then the operators d, i JF y' and L JF Y act on the set of smooth sections of 
A( T;F). Moreover, 

(9.5) 
Let 7C be any of the projections E, F , G --+ B. If Q) is a form on B, we 

identify Q) with the form 7C * Q) on E, F , or G. 
Proposition 9.1. The following identities hold: 

F 2 
-~(d+iJFy)(JFY)'=_IJ 2Y1 +~(RFJFy,Y)+JF (9.6) 

F , 
LJFy(J Y) = o. 

Proof. Let V' be an arbitrary torsion free connection on TRB. We identify 
TH F with 7C* T B . Then the connection V' lifts to T:: F . Let V" = V'F EB V' be 
the sum of the connections V'F and V' on TRF = FR EB T:: F . Then V" maps 
smooth sections of AP(T;F) into smooth sections of A\T;F) ® AP(T;F). 
By antisymmetrization in all indices, we then get an operator aV', which maps 
smooth section of AP(T;F) into smooth sections of A!'+I(T;F). 

By [BGS5, Proposition 3.6], we know that 
(9 7) d a'f"'T' . . = V +lRFy. 

Since the form (JF Y)' is vertical, and since V'F JF = 0, we deduce from (9.7) 
that 
(9.8) 
Since V'F JF = 0, we know that [RF , JF] = 0 and so 
(9.9) (RFY,JFy)=_(RF JF y , Y). 

Using (9.8) and (9.9), we get the first line of (9.6). Since JF Y is a Killing 
vector field, we find that L JF y (JF Y)' = O. Our proposition is proved. 0 

Definition 9.2. Let a be the smooth even form on F, 

(9.10) a=(27C)-dimF exp { _IJF
2YI 2 +~{RFJFY,Y)+JF}. 
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The form 0: was introduced in a different context in [B2, proof of Theorem 
1.3]. 

We define the space of differential forms pF as in Definition 4.5. 

Theorem 9.3. The form 0: lies in pF . Also 

(9.11) (d + iJFy)O: = O. 
Proof. Since RF and JF are of type (1, 1), it is clear that 
Proposition 9.1, we know that 

(9.12) 0: = (21l)-dimF exp{-t(d + ify)(JFY)'}. 

Then 

(9.13) 

F o:EP. By 

Since (d + iJFy )2 = LJFy , and since LJFy(JFY)' = 0, by Proposition 9.1, we 
get (9.11). 0 

On the total space of G, we can reproduce what has been done in (9.3). The 
splitting (9.3) is now replaced by 

TG = GEEl THG. 

Observe that since JG is a holomorphic skew-adjoint section of End( G) , then 

(9.14) Clf+iJ Gy )2=0, (8+iJ Gy)2=0. 

From (9.14), and from the analogue of (9.5), we find that 

(9.15) LJG y = [8 + iJGy , 8 + iJGy] 

(where [ , ] still denotes a supercommutator). 
If A E End(GR ) ®R C is antisymmetric, we identify A with the two-form 

U, V E TRG -+ (U, AV). Let I~ E End(GR) ®R C act like +1 on G, and -1 
on G. I~ is clearly antisymmetric. 

We now use the conventions of Mathai-Quillen [MQ] combined with the 
conventions of Bismut-Gillet-Soule [BGS5, §3]. The essential difference with 
[BGS5] is that we will work with equivariant characteristic classes or forms. 

If A E End(GR) ®R C is antisymmetric, let Pf(A) denote the Pfaffian of 
A. If A is invertible, then A-I is a two-form on the fibers of GR , and 
Pf(A)exp{-IYI2j2+A-I} is a series of forms on the fibers of GR' By Mathai-
Quillen [MQ], this form can be extended by continuity to noninvertible antisym-
metric A. As in usual Chern-Weil theory, we can replace A by JG + RG + bI~ 
and get (by antisymmetrization in all indices) a form on the total space of G. 

Definition 9.4. For U 2: 0 and b E R, let fJ (u, b) be the following form on 
G: 

(9.16) fJ(u, b) = Pf(JG + RG + bI~) exp { _ U('~12 + (JG + RG + bI~)-I) }. 
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Set 

(9.17) y(U) = P(U, 0), o 
e(u) = ob[P(U, b)]b=O' 

We now recall a fundamental result of [BGS5]. 

Theorem 9.5. The forms P(u, b), y(u), and e(u) lie in pG. For any u ::::: 0, 
(d + iJGy)Y(u) = 0, 

(9.18) 
:uy(U) = i(lJ + iJG)(o + iJGy)e(u). 

Proof. The fact that the forms P(u, b), y(u), and e(u) lie in pG is easy to 
prove. The identities (9.18) essentially follow from Bismut-Gillet-Soule [BGS5, 
Theorem 3.10], where the curvature RG has to be replaced by the equivariant 
curvature JG + RG. 0 

Since JF is a holomorphic skew-adjoint parallel section of End F , one ver-
ifies easily that F splits holomorphically and orthogonally into 

(9.19) F=E!1FA • 
AEA 

In (9.19), A is a finite set of distinct purely imaginary complex numbers and 
the FA are nonzero holomorphic vector bundles. Moreover for any A. E A, JF 
acts on FA by multiplication by A.. 

The acyclic complex (9.1) then splits into a direct sum of acyclic complexes: 

(9.20) 

Again JE and JG act on EA and GA by multiplication by A.. 
We now make two basic assumptions: 
(1) {O}EA; 
(2) E{O} = {O} . 
Observe that if YEF, JFY=O,and j(Y)=O,then Y=O. 
Therefore, for any u > 0 and bE R, the forms aj* P(u, b), o:j*y(u) , and 

aj* e( u) on F are Gaussian shaped, i.e., they exhibit a Gaussian like decay as 
IYI- +00. 

In the sequel, IF denotes integration along the fiber of 7r.: F --+ B . 

Definition 9.6. For u > 0 and b E R, let O(u), l1(U, b), and x(u) be the 
following forms on B: 

(9.21) O(u) = la/y(u), l1(u,b)= la/P(u, b), x(u) = la/e(u). 

Theorem 9.7. The forms O(u), l1(U, b), and x(u) lie in pE. The forms O(u) 
are closed and their cohomology class does not depend on u. More precisely, 

o 1-
(9.22) n-0(u) = -00 x(u). 

uU U 
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Proof. By Theorems 9.3 and 9.5, it is clear that the considered forms lie in pB . 
Also 

(9.23) dO(u) = t d(o:/y(u)). 

Since JF y E FR for Y E FR , it is clear that IF iJFy(o:j*y(u)) = O. There-
fore we can rewrite (9.23) in the form 

(9.24) dO(u) = t (d + ify)(O:/Y(u)). 

Now by Theorems 9.3 and 9.5, we get 

(9.25) (d + i JF y )(0:/ y(u)) = O. 

From (9.24) and (9.25) we deduce that dO(u) = O. 
Using Theorem 9.5, we know that 

(9.26) : O(u) =.!. [ o:(lf + i JF y)(8 + i JFy)/ e(u). 
uU U iF 

Since 0: E pF , and since (d + i JF y)o: = 0 by Theorem 9.3, we find that 

(9.27) (If + iJFy)O: = 0, (8 + iJFy)O: = O. 

(9.22) now follows from (9.26) and (9.27). 0 

Remark 9.8. Theorem 9.7 should be understood as a finite-dimensional ana-
logue of Theorem 4.6. 

(b) The asymptotics of the forms 11( u, b). Let F1. and G1. be the orthogo-
nal bundles to F{O} and G {O} in F and G. F1. and G1. are holomorphic 
Hermitian vector bundles. 

In the sequel, we will often write J instead of JE, JF or JG. Also 
PfF.l.(J + RF) and PfG.l.(J + RG + bI~) denote the Pfaffians of the restric-

R R 

tions of J + RF and J + RG + bI~ to F: and G~ respectively. 

Theorem 9.9. As u - 0 

PfG.l.(J + RG + bI~) 
(9.28) '1(u, b) = R F + O(u). 

PfF.l.(J + R ) 
R 

As u - +00 

'1(u, b) = PfE () +RE ) + 0 (~) . 
R 

(9.29) 

Proof. Using our fundamental assumptions, one verifies easily that if k is the 
embedding G{O} - G 

(9.30) lim 11(U, b) = [ 0: [ k* P(O, b). 
u!O iF.l. iG{o} 
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Now by proceeding as in [B2, Theorem 1.3], we find that 

f (2n)-dimF{O} 
a - --'----'-----;,,_ 

F.L - Pf F.L (J + RF) . 
R 

(9.31) 

Similarly, 

(9.32) 

Since dimF{O} = dimG{O}' we deduce from (9.30)-(9.32) that 

PfG.L (J + RG + bI~) 
(9 33) lim n(u b) = _.::...R ----;,---

• ul0'" PfFR.L(J+RF) 

Similarly, 

(9.34) lim n(u, b) = { ta ( P(l, b). 
u ...... +oo 1 E lG 

Now 

(9.35) 
t*(d+iJFy)(JFY)' =dt(JFY)' +IJE YI2 

E, E 2 . E, 
= d(J Y) + IJ YI = (d + IJEy)(J Y) . 

Then, by proceeding as in [B2, Theorem 1.3], we get 

(9.36) 

fa P(l, b) = (2n)dimG. 

Since dimE - dimF + dim G = 0, we deduce from (9.34) and (9.36) that 

(9.37) lim n(u, b) = 1 . 
u ...... +oo Pf (J + RE) 

ER 

The estimates of the remainders in (9.28) and (9.29) are easy and are left to 
the reader. 0 

Remark 9.10. (9.28) is the analogue of (4.71) and (9.29) is the analogue of 
(7.73). 
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(c) An evaluation of the forms '1(u, b). Recall that G is identified with the 
orthogonal to E in F. We then have the identification of smooth vector 
bundles F = EEElG. Let pE and pG denote the orthogonal projection operator 
from F onto E and G. Let VI = V E EEl VG be the sum of the connections 
V E and VG on F = E EEl G. Set 

(9.38) 

A is a one-form on B with values in skew-adjoint elements of EndF, 
which exchange E and G. On F; , the operator - J2 + upG is self-adjoint 
and positive definite. If C E A even (T;B) ®End F; ,we can then unambiguously 
define det;; ( - J2 + upG + C). The same considerations can also be used on 

R 
1. 

GR' 
Theorem 9.11. For any u > 0 and b E R, the following identity holds: 

(9.39) 

We will often use the splitting F = F{O} EEl F1. , G = G{O} EEl G1. to express the 
integral in (9.40) as a product of integrals. In particular, 

'1(u, 0) = (2n)-dimGo [ PfGR{O} (RG) exp { - u C~12 + (RG)-I) } 
o 

(9.41) X (2nfdimF.L t.L exp { - IJF
2YI 2 + 4(RF JF Y, Y) + JF} 

X PfG;(JG +RG)exp { _ uCPG2YI2 + /(JG +RG)-I)}. 

By [MQ, §4] 

(2n)-dimGo [ PfGR{O} (RG)exp ( - uC~12 + (RG)-I)) = 1. 
o 

(9.42) 

Now the key point is that the vertical two-form JF is calculated using the 
connection V F , while the vertical two-form j* (JG + RG) -I is calculated with 
the connection VG. To eliminate this discrepancy, we will proceed as in [B5, 
§5]. 

If X E TRF, let DxY denote its projection on FR associated with the 
splitting of TRF = FR El:) T:: F. Similarly, the connection VI also defines a 
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splitting of TRF . If X E TRF , let D~ Y denote the corresponding projection 
on FR. Clearly, 

DxY = D~Y + A(n*X)Y. 
In the sequel, we consider DY, D'Y as one-forms on F taking values in FR. 
Then 

JF = !(DY, JF DY) on F.L , 
/(JG + RG)-I = !(pG D'y, (JG + RG)-I pGD'Y) on F.L . 

(9.43) 

Observe that the operator JF - uj* (JG + RG) -I is formally invertible on F.L . 
From (9.43), we have the identities of forms on F.L: 
(9.44) 
JF _ u/(JG + RG)-I 

= !(D'Y + AY, JF (D'Y + AY)) - HpG D'y, (JG + RG)-I pGD'Y) 

= _!(A2 JF Y, Y) + !(D'y + (JF _ upG(JG + RG)-I pG)-1 JF AY, 

(JF _ upG(JG + RG)-I pG)(D'Y + (JF _ upG(JG + RG)-I)pG)-1 JF AY) 

_ !((JF _upG(JG +RG)-lpG)-IJF AY, JF AY). 

Since A maps G R into E R ' we find that 
_ !((JF _ upG(JG + RG)pG)-1 JF ApG y , JF ApGY) 

= !(A2 JF pG y , pGY). 
(9.45) 

From (9.44) and (9.45), we thus get the identity of forms on F.L: 
(9.46) JF _ u/(JG +RG)-I 

= !U(pE A((JG)2 + RG JG _ uIG)-1 ApE JF Y, pE Y) 

+ !(D'y + (JF _ upG(JG +RG)-lpG)-IJF AY, 

(JF _upG(JG +RG)-lpG) 

X (D'Y + (JF _ upG(JG + RG)-lpG)-1 JF AY). 

When integrating along the fiber F.L , all the vertical Grassmann variables 
are saturated. We deduce from (9.41), (9.42), and (9.46) that 
(9.47) 
t7(u, 0) = ( exp H(((JF / + RF JF 

iF.l. 
+ UpE A((JG)2 + RG JG _ uIG)-1 ApE JF _ upG)y, Y) 

+ JF _ upG(JG + RG)-I pG} PfG.l.[JG + RG]. 
R 

To calculate (9.47), we proceed as in [B2, proof of Theorem 1.3]. Since on 
Fi, -(JFl is a positive operator, we find that 

(9.48) 
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Now one easily verifies that 

(9.49) Pfpl.(JF _ UpG(JG + RG)-l pG) PfG.l.(JG + RG) 
R R 

= Pf(JE) det~l( _(JG)2 - RG JG + uIG). 
R 

(9.39) now follows from (9.48) and (9.49). Replacing RG by RG + bI~, we 
obtain (9.39) in full generality. 0 

Remark 9.12. The double transgression formulas (9.22) are not easily derived 
from formula (9.39). 

Also note that (9.39) can be rewritten in the form 

(9.50) 

Using the fact that the determinant of a matrix coincides with the determinant 
of its transpose, we get 

(9.51) 

At this stage, the similarity of formula (9.51) with formula (7.24) for 
Trs[exp( -!B; + bNH )] should be obvious. 

(d) Fourier series and generalized analytic torsion forms. We now use again the 
notation of §§3-8. Set 

(9.52) 2 G=LN · 

We then have an obvious exact sequence of infinite-dimensional holomorphic 
Hermitian vector bundles on B: 

(9.53) 0--+ E --+ F --+ G --+ o. 
i j 

Also the operator J = d j d t acts as an unbounded operator on E, F, and G. 
One easily verifies that the assumptions of §9(a) are verified in an infinite-

dimensional context. 
The comparison of Theorems 4.6,4.8,7.3, and 7.7 with Theorems 9.7,9.9, 

and 9.11 should make clear that the results of §§3-8 are infinite-dimensional 
analogues of well-defined finite-dimensional results. The only unsubstantial 
difference is that in the infinite-dimensional analogue, spinors are considered 
instead of forms, which accounts for the fact that factors like exp{ -!- Tr[RLn 
do not appear. 

In the context ofspinors, the form Trs[exp(-fB; +b(NH - (dimN)j2))] is 
the analogue of ,.,(u, b). Using (9.42), we find that the form A' (0) which was 
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defined in (S.l) and (S.2) can then be written formally as 

(9.54) A' (0) = PfER.(J) J.. { exp { _ IJF YI 2 + !(RF JF Y, Y) + JF} 
(2n)dlmF 1 FJ.. 2 2 

x (- :b {Pf[JG +RG + bI~] 

x Log CPG2YI2 + (JG + RG + bI~)-I) L=J. 
Of course, in the context of §S, dim F = +00 . 

In the terminology of Bismut-Gillet-Soule [BGS5, §3f)] 
2 

e = - :b { Pf(JG + RG + bI~) Log C~I + (JG + RG + bI~)-I) L=o 
is (up to irrelevant normalizing constants) an equivariant Euler-Green current 
associated with the immersion of E in F. So in fact, it is a well-understood 
object in a finite-dimensional context. 

As pointed out in [BGS5, Theorem 3.15], if G was instead a one-dimensional 
line bundle, then e = Log lyl2 . Now G breaks down into a direct sum of vector 
bundles, which are the eigenspaces of J . 

In [BGS5, Theorem 3.20], the behavior of Euler-Green currents under direct 
sums was studied. In particular, Euler-Green currents were shown to exhibit a 
transitivity property. 

The transitivity property is expressed in a rather hidden form in our formula 
(6) in the Appendix for C(s, x). In fact, note that for k E Z· and x E c: 

2 

(9.55) fc 2ikn exp{( _2n2k 2 + iknx)IYI2} exp (-U1Y1 ) ~~ 
2ikn 

= 4n2k 2 - 2iknx + u . 
From formula (6) in the Appendix, we conclude that 

(9.56) D(x) = -1 (f 2iknexp{(-2n2k 2 + iknX)IYI 2 }) LogIYI2~~ . 
<C kE'Z 

The term Loglyl2 should be cons;dered in (9.56) as the canonical one-dimen-
sional Euler-Green current. 

We also deduce from (9.55) that for 0 < Re(s) < t 
(9.57) C(s, x) = roo r -5 L 2ikn exp« _4n2k 2 + 2iknx)r) dr. 

10 kE'Z 

From these considerations, we will obtain interesting formulas for C(s, x) 
and D(x). 

Let pt(x) be the heat kernel on Sl = lRjZ associated with the operator etA. 
Here pt(x) is calculated with respect to the Lebesgue measure on Sl . 
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Theorem 9.13. The following identities holds: roo -sap 1 
C(S, x) = 10 r a; (rx) dr, 0 < Re(s) < "2' 

(+oo ap 
D(x) = - 10 (Logr) a; (rx) dr. 

(9.S8) 

Proof. Clearly, 

(9.S9) () ~ -47r2 k 2t+2iknx Pt X = L.Je . 
kEZ 

The first line in (9.S8) follows from (9.S7) .. Since D(x) = ~~ (0, x) , we get the 
second line in (9.S8). 0 

ApPENDIX 
J.-M. BISMUT AND C. SOULE 

The purpose of this appendix is to prove the following evaluation of the func-
tion D(x) which was defined in §8(b). Let '(s) = E700 l/ns be the Riemann 
zeta function. 
Theorem 1. For x E C, Ixl < 2n, the holomorphic function D(x) is given by 

{ 
n 1 2n-n)} xn 

(1) D(x) = L r'(I) + L -:- + '(-n) '(-n) n! . 
n~1 J=I } 

n odd 

Proof. The infinite product which defines ({J(U, x) in (6.4) is uniformly con-
vergent on compact sets of R+ xC. We then deduce from (6.4) that, for U ~ 0 
and Ixl < 2n, 
(2) 

-(a({J/ax) ( ) ---'---'-'--'- U, x 
({J 

+OOi( 1 1) 
= {; 2kn 1 - ix/2kn + u/4k2n2 - 1 + ix/2kn + u/4k2n2 . 

Equivalently, for U ~ 0 and Ixl < 2n, 

(3) -(a({J/ax) (u, x) = -x ~ 1 . 
({J ~ 2k2n2«1 + u/4k2n2 )2 + x 2 /4k 2n2 ) 

By (7.67), we know that for U ~ 1 
+00 k 2 +00 k 2 C' 
'" <C~ <-. 
~ (e + U)2 - ~ k4 + u2 - .Jii (4) 

Similarly, for 0 ~ u ~ 1 

(S) 
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From (8.9), (4), (5), and the dominated convergence theorem, we deduce that 
for SEC, 0 < Re(s) < !, and x E c, Ixl < 2n, 

+00 i 1 1+00 s-I ( 1 (6) C(s,x)=L-- u . 
k=1 2kn r(s) 0 1 - ix/2kn + u/4k2n2 

_ 1 ) duo 
1 + ix/2kn + u/4k2n2 

and that the convergence in the right-hand side of (6) is uniform on the compact 
subsets of the set of variation of s and x. 

Now if a E C, Re(a) > 0, and SEC, 0 < Re(s) < 1, then as-I is 
unambigously defined as a holomorphic function of a and S such that 1 s-I = 
1. Then 

_1_ [+00 us-I du = as-I [+00 US-I du , 
r(s) 10 u + a r(s) 10 u + 1 

(7) 1 1+00 us-I du 1 1 s-I -/(u+l) d d -- =- u e u t 
r(s) 0 u + 1 r(s) R+xR+ roo 

= 10 t-S e-/dt=r(I-s). 

So from (6) and (7) we find that for SEC, 0 < Re(s) < !. and 
Ixl < 2n, 

x E C, 

(8) C(S, x) = ir(1 - s) ~(2kn)2s-1 { (1 - 2~n) s-I - (1 + 2~n) s-I }. 
k=1 

As k ~ +00 , for Ixl < 2n 

(9) (2kn)2S-1 ( (1 - 2~n) s-I - (1 + 2~n) S-I) 

~ -2(s - l)ix(2kn)2s-2 . 

From (9), we deduce that the series in the right-hand side of (8) converges 
uniformly on the compact subsets of {s E C, Re(s) < !} x {x E c, Ixl < 2n}. 
The key fact is that s = 0 is now included in the domain of convergence. 

Since the series in (8) converges uniformly, and since the considered functions 
of (s, x) are holomorphic on their domain of definition, we can differentiate 
term by term the series in the right-hand side of (8). 

For k E N* , set 
( 10) 

hk(x) = i (r'(I) - 2 Log(2kn) - Log (1 + 2~n)) (2kn (1 + 2~n))-1 
We then deduce from (8) that for Ixl < 2n 

+00 
( 11) D(x) = L(hk(x) - hk( -x)). 

k=1 
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The series in (11) converges uniformly on the compact subsets of {x E C, Ix I < 
2n} . More precisely, one easily verifies that the series in the right-hand side of 
( 11) converges normally on compact subsets of {x E C, Ix I < 2n} . 

For any kEN, we can expand hk(x) in the form 
+00 

( 12) hk(x) = L aZxn , Ixl < 2n. 
n=O 

By using Cauchy's integral formula, one verifies easily that for any n EN, n 
odd 

+00 
(13) LlaZI < +00, 

k=1 
and that 

( 14) D(x) = 2 L (~aZ )xn. 
n>1 k=1 

n odd 

Clearly, for Ixl < 2n 

( 15) i (2kn ( 1 + 2~n) ) -I = 2~n ~ (~~~ r 
By using the previous considerations and (15), we find that for Ixl < 2n 

Also for Re(s) > 1 
+00 

( 17) ((s) = - Lk-SLog(k). 

From (15) and (17), we get for Ixl < 2n 

(18) ~ iLogk{ (2kn (1 + 2~n) ) -I - (2kn (1 _ 2~n) ) -I } 
k=1 

1 +00 2n 1 
= -i ~)-I)n-I((2n) (;,.) -

n=1 
Also 

( 19) 
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From (19) and the previous considerations, we find that for Ixl < 2n 

(20) I: {iLog (1 + 2~n) (2kn (1 + 2~n)) -I 
k=1 

- i Log ( 1 - 2~n) (2kn (1 - 2~n) ) -I } 

1 +00 (2n-1 1) 2n-1 
= -;r 2.) _1)n-1 L 7 C(2n) (2~J . 

n=1 )=1 
From (10), (11), (14), (16), and (20), we get for Ixl < 2n 

1 +00 ( 2n-1 1 2('(2») 
(21) D(x)=;rL r(I)-2Log(2n)+ L 7+ C(2n~ 

n=1 )=1 
n-I ( X )2n-1 

X (-1) C(2n) 2n . 

Now C(s) verifies the functional equation 

(22) n-s / 2r(s/2)C(s) = n-(I-S)/2r«(1-s)/2)C(I-s). 

By taking logarithmic derivatives in (22), we get 

(23) 1 1 r(s/2) C'(s) 
- 2 Logn + 2 r(s/2) + C(s) 

_ILo lr«I-s)/2) c'(I-s) 
-2 gn- 2 r«(1-s)/2) - C(I-s)· 

Also, by [NO, p. 21], we know that for n E N 

(24) 

r(n) n-I 1 
r(n) =r(I)+ L"7, 

j=1 ] 

r«I-2n)/2) n 1 
r«(1- 2n)/2) = r(I) - 2 Log 2 + 2 L 2j - 1 . 

)=1 

From (23) and (24), we easily deduce that 

2n-1 1 2C'(2n) 
r(l) - 2 Log(2n) + f; 7 + C(2n) 

( 2n-1 1 2('(1 - 2n») 
= - r (1) + L 7 + ( 1 - 2n) . 

)=1 

(25) 

Also by [S, pp. 117, 148], we know that 

(26) 
22n- 1 

n 2n 
(2n) = (2n _1)!(-I) n (1- 2n). 

From (21), (25), and (26), we get (1). 0 
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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we construct secondary characteristic classes associ-
ated with a short exact sequence of holomorphic Hermitian vector bundles. 
These secondary invariants are generalized analytic torsion forms associated 
with a family of elliptic operators. They are calculated in terms of Bott-Chern 
forms and of a certain complicated characteristic class. In a joint calculation 
with C. Soule, we relate this characteristic class to the arithmetic Todd genus 
of Gillet and Soule. 
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